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Raleigh reestablishes itself as destination for marquee events after Stadium Series 

By Brett Knese 
Raleigh, N.C. — Saturday’s NHL Stadium Series drew 
56,961 fans to Carter-Finley Stadium. 
On Monday night, the Hurricanes hosted an alumni game at 
Carter-Finley Stadium. Plus, the club hockey teams from 
North Carolina State University and the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill also took the ice. 
Organizers of the Stadium Series said it will take weeks to 
analyze the events before and after the game to get a better 
understanding of the economic impact of the event. They 
said it is expected to exceed their initial projection of $12.4 
million. 
“No one does it like Raleigh,” one fan said. 
Another fan explained what Saturday’s atmosphere was like. 
“It was outstanding,” the fan said. “It had that college feel, 
which is all we’re about here. So, I hope we get another 
one.” 
Some people couldn’t wrap their brain around a hockey rink 
in the middle of Carter-Finley Stadium. 
“I never thought it [was possible] because one day it’s 20 
degrees. The next day it’s 70,” fan Anthony Santos said. “I’m 
glad they freeze the ice from under” 
On Saturday, traffic was backed up for hours along Interstate 
40 and the roads surrounding Carter-Finley Stadium. Sky 5 
showed traffic jams around the stadium for miles. 
“I also believe it’s important for us to re-envision the future of 
PNC Arena / Carter Finley Stadium with complimentary 
development surrounding the facility,” said Raleigh Mayor 

Mary-Ann Baldwin. “Events like this encourage us to think 
bigger.” 
That aside, Saturday night’s game put Raleigh on a global 
stage. 
The question now: Could Raleigh host another outdoor 
hockey game again? 
"Everybody wants to do it again, which, that's I think that's 
how you know it went well," Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon 
said. 
On Saturday night, Hurricanes beat the Washington Capitals, 
4-1. 
Dundon said the Hurricanes staff has already started work 
"I think if tried to do it too soon like next year, it'd be difficult. 
Some people might quit on me, but I don't think we're going 
to have to wait another ... 20-plus years," Dundon said. 
Dundon said he's optimistic and he thinks he NHL would 
want to again host an event like Saturday night. 
“It’s a once in a lifetime opportunity, that’s why I would love 
to see it happen again, but it’s amazing to see everyone 
support Raleigh in this way,” fan Caroline Fry said. 
“Everybody wants this event, so I know the Canes and Tom 
Dundon and I don’t blame them, they’re going to want it back 
as soon as possible, but there will be some sort of procedure 
or process of waiting in line and waiting your turn,” said 
Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance executive director Scott 
Dupree. 
Dupree said events like Saturday help land similar events in 
the future. 
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Alumni Reflect On Canes’ Growth As Stadium Series Week Concludes 

"It's almost unbelievable. But this is what happens when you 
put good people in an organization and build from the ground 
up. That's what I really think that we have." 

By Walt Ruff 
RALEIGH, NC. - Perhaps it was fitting that the Carolina 
Hurricanes' Alumni Game was the team's last official event to 
take place at Carter-Finley Stadium. 
Putting a bow on what has been a historic stretch of days for 
the franchise, former players laced them up Monday 
afternoon on the same surface that just hosted the 
organization's first-ever outdoor game two days prior. 
Many of the guys that took part in today's skate were in 
attendance on Saturday night for the Stadium Series victory 
over Washington and were still marveling over how far the 
Hurricanes have come since their time as a member of the 
team. 
"I was sitting there and I was like, 'man, I wish I was playing 
in this game,'" Mike Commodore (2005-08) shared after the 
event. "I thought the experience was so cool. It seemed like 
everyone was having a good time and I was very impressed 
by the turnout, the tailgating in the parking lots, and all of 
that." 
"There wasn't a seat available. The fan base and the 
community did a really good job of supporting this," Aaron 
Ward (2001-06; 2009-10) followed with. "Everybody was 
here. We couldn't have pulled it off better." 
In fact, if you ask Ward, the NHL now has something new to 
add to their arsenal for every outdoor game moving forward. 
"[The league] is learning from every game they do. I think 
one of the things that they need to have at all games now is 
the marching band. It's the little details that make it great, 

right? You have this big outdoor facility. It's all great with a 
hockey rink, but then you have the entertainment between," 
the former defenseman furthered. "Think about the rah-rah of 
a college football game. They brought that into an NHL 
outdoor game. I sat in the stands and everybody around me 
loved it. They brought cheerleaders, they had the batons. It 
was an event, it wasn't just a hockey game." 
And while most will admit that the spectacle's overall 
success was a bit beyond expectations, Steven Halko (1997-
2003) was more impressed than surprised. 
"It's a testament to the people in the area and the 
organization," Halko offered. "It's humbling that it's been 25 
years [for the franchise]. It's almost unbelievable. But this is 
what happens when you put good people in an organization 
and build from the ground up. That's what I really think that 
we have." 
"Everyone feels like they're a part of the team. Fans feel like 
they're a part of this team," Halko continued. "That's what 
really breeds the start for young players and even adults that 
are just getting into the game. It's really good to see." 
Who would have thought? 
After the lean years that followed the 2006 Stanley Cup, the 
organization is now discussed as one prospering both on 
and off the ice. 
"I don't want to say that when you get an outdoor game, 
you're legit, but it's a big deal when you get it. And it took a 
long time to get here," Commodore continued. "I've been 
buzzing around town the past few days and there have been 
jerseys everywhere. I was getting mobbed at the gas station 
the other day. Everything just looks so much different than 
when I played here and I think this whole thing has been a 
smashing success." 
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Staal talks Stadium Series, hockey in Raleigh in Q&A with NHL.com 

Hurricanes captain also discusses team's success, Cup 
chances 

In NHL.com's Q&A feature called "Sitting Down with …" we 
talk to key figures in the game, gaining insight into their lives 
on and off the ice. Today, we feature Carolina Hurricanes 
forward Jordan Staal.  
RALEIGH, N.C. -- Jordan Staal has been with the Carolina 
Hurricanes for more than 10 years and played 715 regular-
season games. His family ties to the area trace further back 
to when his brother, Eric Staal, was selected by the 
Hurricanes with the No. 2 pick in the 2003 NHL Draft. 
Jordan Staal, who has been Carolina's captain for the past 
four seasons, has seen buildings go up in downtown, the 
general population in the market grow, hockey boom and the 
Hurricanes emerge from non-factor for so many years to one 
of the best teams in the NHL year after year. 
So to be a part of the Hurricanes first outdoor game and to 
see 56,961 pack Carter-Finley Stadium on Saturday to watch 
Carolina skate to a 4-1 win against the Washington Capitals 
in the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union NHL Stadium Series 
certainly meant more to Staal than arguably all of his 
teammates. 
 
He has been a Hurricane longer than every single one of 
them. 
"The show was unbelievable," Staal said. "Just an amazing 
night." 
The Hurricanes are back in action Tuesday, hosting the St. 
Louis Blues indoors at PNC Arena, just across the parking lot 
from Carter-Finley Stadium. They are first in the Metropolitan 
Division, gearing up for their fifth straight trip to the Stanley 
Cup Playoffs after not making it the previous nine years. 
Staal spoke to NHL.com prior to the Stadium Series game 
and in a Q&A, he talked about life in Raleigh, the Hurricanes' 
success, why they continue to be one of the most consistent 
teams in the NHL and how they get back what they won in 
2006, the Stanley Cup. 
So we're here in Raleigh for an outdoor game. You've been 
here the longest of anybody on the Hurricanes now and your 
family's tie to the area goes back to 2003, when your brother 
was drafted by the Hurricanes. When you think about how far 
this has come here, what comes to mind, what thoughts pop 
in your head? 
"Hockey in general in Raleigh, how much it has grown even 
from when I came in (has been impressive). I mean, when 
Eric came in, it was a blip on pretty much everyone's radar 
here. I've watched our fanbase grow. I've watched more and 
more kids putting on hockey equipment and trying out the 

game of hockey and falling in love with it like I did. To see 
the game grow here and it really has become a hockey town, 
it's a privilege to be a part of it. It really is." 
Why do people love living here so much? 
"It's got a smalltown feel. It's spread out and it's just kind of a 
slower city but you still get some of the fast-paced stuff. But I 
think it's a little bit of a slower city with great weather and the 
people here are just great. It's just really fun to live here." 
If you lived here and didn't play hockey, would you be a 
Caniac? 
"Most likely, yes." 
Can you describe a Caniac? 
"That was a (Hurricanes TV analyst) Tripp Tracy thing. He 
started it. I've been here a long time and we've had some 
rough years, but there are still Caniacs out there and now 
they're doubling, second generation." 
We see it on the ice, year after year since Rod Brind'Amour 
became coach in 2018, the Hurricanes are a steady, 
consistent, good team. Why? 
"Well, Rod for one. Rod is a big part of that. Ever since 
(owner) Tom (Dundon) took over the team (in 2017), we've 
been spending right up to the cap and pushing that. Then we 
obviously have some great players. We play a system that is 
hard to play against. It's grueling nights for the opponent and 
we have the talent to boot. It's been a lot of different things 
from Tom to Rod to just the talent that we have in the room, 
and the young guys who we have drafted have really 
become complete players. It's all those things combined." 
But what is it like to be patient, to wait for your next 
opportunity in the playoffs knowing as good as the team has 
been, it still hasn't gotten over the hump yet in the playoffs? 
How hard is it to stay patient through the grind knowing that 
next opportunity is around the corner? 
"I mean, there's lots of teams that go through that, obviously, 
but you want to put it all together. It really is kind of the 
beauty of this league, they don't just give it to you, you've got 
to work for it. it doesn't just happen every year. But to have 
the team that we believe can win is always a good feeling 
and to put it all together is obviously even a bigger and better 
one. But it's not easy. I think we've learned a lot through the 
years and we can always keep learning, but hopefully the 
pieces that we have in this room this year and the stuff that 
we've learned over the years will help push us over the 
edge." 
What has the team learned over the years? For example, 
what's the takeaway from losing to the New York Rangers in 
Game 7 of the second round last season or defeating the 
Boston Bruins in Game 7 of the first round? 
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"It's a grind. Playoffs is another animal. Everyone knows it 
and everyone loves watching it for that reason. The ante gets 
built up and the speed and the intensity. Really, I think a lot 
of it, especially that Rangers series, I don't think we were 
patient enough. We started getting antsy and a lot of times 
throughout the season we'd jump on teams in the first period 
and we'd end the game quick. Sometimes it doesn't work 
that way. We've got to stay consistent with our game all the 
way through. It's the team that makes the least amount of 

mistakes wins and I think we could have done a better job 
with that. But really it's just a matter of putting it all together. I 
mean, we went to Game 7 with Boston and I'm sure they 
believed they could have won it and they lost. We went right 
to Game 7 with the Rangers and we would have liked to not 
to, but it was right there for us and we wouldn't be talking 
about it if we moved on from there. But we're right there and 
we have a group that we believe can do it. This will be 
another shot at it." 

Stadium Series an ‘unforgettable’ experience for NHL Power Player 

North Carolina resident Emma Bracken chronicles her time 
in Raleigh as member of youth advisory board 

By Emma Bracken 

Editor's note: NHL Power Players is an initiative that selects 
young hockey fans to help advise the League on hockey-
related topics important to their generation and to grow the 
game among young fans and people. Today, Emma 
Bracken, a 16-year-old from Cary, North Carolina and a 
member of the 2022-23 Power Players class, writes about 
her experience covering the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union 
NHL Stadium Series in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Two weeks after the NHL All-Star Game in Florida, the NHL 
hosted the final special event of the regular season when the 
2023 Navy Federal Credit Union Stadium Series between the 
Carolina Hurricanes and Washington Capitals took place at 
Carter-Finley Stadium on Saturday. 
The Hurricanes won 4-1 in an unforgettable night for hockey 
in this market. 
As a Hurricanes fan and a member of the Power Player 
advisory board for the NHL, I've been looking forward to this 
game for so long. 
The game was supposed to take place here in 2021 but was 
pushed back because of issues surrounding COVID-19. The 
prolonged wait for an outdoor game continued the buildup of 
excitement in our fan base. Since the start of January, the 
entire city has been anticipating the game. 
Stadium Series ads were hung on every street, and giant 
images of Hurricanes players were pasted onto buildings 
around the city. A 200-foot-tall image of the 2023 NHL All-
Star fastest skater Andrei Svechnikov has loomed over the 
middle of downtown for more than a month. An image of 
Hurricanes star Sebastian Aho has hung above the highway 
by North Hills for just as long. 
The festivities started Friday and, quite literally, took over 
Raleigh. Streets downtown were closed for a huge 
celebration for Hurricanes fans. I went with some friends 
after school to the Fan Fest, where we rode the Ferris wheel, 
which was sandwiched between Raleigh's skyscrapers, 
roasted marshmallows over portable fire pits, and met 
famous alumni from the team. The lines to take part in each 
hockey-themed activity were very long and thousands of 
people circulated in and out of the festival that night. 
As an artist, the amount of Hurricanes art that was promoted 
there was exciting. Small business owners had set up art 
stands along the streets, and one painter created a real-time 
portrait of Stanley Cup-winning goalie Cam Ward, who was 
inducted into the Hurricanes Hall of Fame on Thursday. Rain 
cut some activities short for me, but I had friends and family 
sending me videos of the drone shows and fireworks over 
the skyline all night. 

Fans here participate in hardcore tailgating, but on the day of 
the game it was taken to another level. Each row of cars had 
groups of all ages playing street hockey with their friends, 
tossing bean bags, and cooking with portable grills. The NHL 
set up its own festivities in a massive tailgating party, where 
the Power Players got a chance to take photos with the 
Stanley Cup. 
Inside that festival, the NHL had puck-shooting challenges, 
live music, photo opportunities, and many other activities 
packed with hockey fans. 
The most exciting part of the night for me was during 
pregame warmups, when we were allowed onto the field and 
allowed to stand next to the glass.  
The moment felt surreal: we could look around and see 
thousands of fans in the seats of the stadium. When the 
Hurricanes players walked out to the ice for warmups, the 
crowd got so loud I had to scream to talk with the people 
around me. 
Calvin De Haan, one of Carolina's defensemen, threw me a 
puck over the glass near the end of warmups. It felt unreal to 
catch a puck from one of my idols and share the experience 
with my other friends. It was a dream come true. 
Surrounded by multiple large universities, Raleigh is heavily 
influenced by college sports. Hurricanes fans even have a 
tradition of howling after big goals or wins, something we 
picked up from North Carolina State University. 
The Stadium Series game really leaned into that larger 
sports community, especially since the game was played in 
NC State football stadium. The university brought its huge 
marching band, filled a student section, and the stadium 
broke out into NC State songs multiple times. Singing along 
with nearly 57,000 other people is an amazing experience. 
The game started with fireworks, light shows, and a jet 
flyover as the anthem ended. Everybody was on their feet, 
singing and screaming as the players took the ice. 
The energy was electric even after the game ended. Every 
time the Canes scored, walls of fire rose behind the benches, 
and fireworks went off. At the end of the game, the 
Hurricanes ended with their famous Storm Surge, with a 
golfing twist to tie in with the pregame outfits worn by the 
players at their arrival. As always, the storm surge was a 
tribute to the fans. 
The success experienced by the Hurricanes in the past few 
seasons has massively grown hockey in Raleigh, and the 
Stadium Series gave fans an opportunity to show up for our 
team together. 
It was the best hockey game I've ever experienced, with the 
night ending in fireworks and a wild crowd celebrating the 
win.
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Chicago Wolves To Host Superhero Night On Jan. 28 

The Chicago Wolves are pleased to present Superhero Night 
when the defending Calder Cup champions take the ice 
against the Rockford IceHogs on Saturday, Jan. 28 at 
Allstate Arena. 
Join some of your favorite superheroes from books, comics 
and movies as they roam the Allstate Arena concourse. 
In addition, the night will feature a special appearance by 
renowned Marvel and DC Comics illustrator Gene Ha. 
The Chicago native has created a limited-edition poster for 
Superhero Night that will be available to the first 1,500 fans 
to enter the arena. The poster features Wolves mascot 
Skates and commemorates the franchise’s 2022 Calder Cup 
championship. 
“I’m so proud to work with this team and everything it does 
for the community,” Ha said. “Also, as a comic book artist, I 
love drawing Skates. He’s the superhero Chicagoland 
needs!” 
Fans are encouraged to dress as their favorite superhero 
and visit special photo areas to get pictures taken with 

characters from the superhero universe. Prizes from the 
Chicago Wolves and the evening’s sponsors will be awarded 
to the fans with the best costumes. 
There are two great ticket packages available for the event, 
one featuring a custom Superhero Night mask and cape and 
a VIP package that includes a meet-and-greet with Ha. 
The mask and cape will feature some of the same design 
elements that will go along with the other theme that night as 
the Wolves shine a spotlight on Mental Health Awareness. 
Wolves players will don commemorative jerseys to help 
awareness for those struggling with mental health issues and 
other related causes. The jerseys from the Wolves’ Mental 
Health Awareness campaign presented by Campfire 
Marshmallows will then be auctioned for charity to help those 
in need. 
For more information on Superhero Night, click here. 
For media interested in covering Superhero Night, please 
contact Wolves Director of Public Relations, Chris Kuc, at 
ckuc@chicagowolves.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/raleigh-reestablishes-itself-as-destination-for-marquee-events-after-stadium-series/20728608/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/alumni-reflect-on-canes-growth-as-stadium-series-week-concludes/c-341296822 
https://www.nhl.com/news/sitting-down-with-jordan-staal/c-341302094 

https://www.nhl.com/news/stadium-series-an-unforgettable-experience-for-nhl-power-player-emma-bracken/c-341294468 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2023/01/20/chicago-wolves-to-host-superhero-night-on-jan-28/ 
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1269051 St Louis Blues 

 

Blues notebook: Defenseman Marco Scandella activated from LTIR, 
available vs. Carolina 

 

Matthew DeFranks6-8 minutes 

 

OTTAWA, Ontario — The Blues activated defenseman Marco Scandella 
from long-term injured reserve on Monday, and the team said he will be 
available to play Tuesday night in Carolina. 

Scandella has not played a game this season because of right hip 
surgery, but has been practicing regularly with the Blues for the last 
month. The next game that Scandella, 32, appears in will be his 700th 
career NHL game. 

The Blues also activated defenseman Scott Perunovich from the long-
term injury list and sent him to AHL affiliate Springfield. With Scandella 
and Perunovich off that list, the Blues no longer are using the salary-cap 
relief tool. 

Originally acquired by the Blues at the 2020 trade deadline, Scandella 
has played 130 games for them, with six goals and 18 assists. He is 
signed for one more season, at a $3.275 million cap hit. 

In order to make room on the roster for Scandella, the Blues placed 
forward Jake Neighbours on injured reserve. Neighbours suffered an 
upper-body injury Sunday in Ottawa during his only shift of the game, 
and was seen outside the Blues’ dressing room with a sling on his right 
arm. 

The Blues announced that Neighbours would be re-evaluated in five 
weeks. There will be nine games remaining in the season if Neighbours 
returns at the five-week mark. 

He was a first-round draft pick in 2020, and has played in 30 NHL games 
this season with four goals and four assists. 

Second pair struggles 

The Blues’ second defensive pair of Torey Krug and Justin Faulk had a 
day to forget during Sunday’s 7-2 loss to the Senators, and it was noticed 
by the team’s coaching staff. 

Faulk logged just 17:59 of ice time , marking the first time this season 
that he has played fewer than 20 minutes in a game. His last two games 
under the 18-minute mark came in blowout Blues wins (May 13, 2021 in 
a 7-3 victory over Minnesota, and April 9, 2021 in a 9-1 win over 
Minnesota). It’s been more than three years since Faulk played less than 
18 minutes in a Blues loss. 

That was Feb. 15, 2020 against Nashville, before even the pandemic. 

Faulk was on the ice for four goals against on Sunday, and a poor 
change by Krug and Faulk in the second period led directly to another 
Senators goal. He did pick up an assist on Tyler Pitlick’s goal. 

Krug, meanwhile, was part of a Blues power play that went 0 for six on 
Sunday. He did not play in the final 5:05 of the game. When the Blues 
earned a late power play, coach Craig Berube sent out Matthew 
Highmore, Nikita Alexandrov, Alexey Toropchenko, Calle Rosen and 
Colton Parayko instead of his usual power-play units. 

This season, Krug and Faulk are the second-most common defensive 
pairing used by the Blues, and their 468 minutes together at five on five 
trails only Nick Leddy and Parayko (639). They have been the team’s 
most productive offensive duo, as the Blues generate more shot 
attempts, shots on goal and expected goals with them on the ice than 
any other pair. 

No supplemental discipline 

A pair of Senators forwards will not face supplemental discipline from the 
NHL’s Department of Player Safety following two penalized hits on 
Sunday, as the force of the hits did not rise to the level of supplemental 
discipline. 

Tim Stutzle was called for charging Parayko late in the first period, 
jumping into Parayko along the corner boards, but spinning late to lessen 
the impact of his hit. The play was reviewed and officials kept the play as 
a minor penalty. After the game, Parayko had a cut on his upper lip from 
the hit. 

In the second period, Austin Watson shoved Ivan Barbashev into the 
corner boards, and was given a two-minute minor penalty for boarding. 
Blues rookie defenseman Tyler Tucker stepped in to fight Watson and 
was given 17 minutes of penalties: two for instigating, five for fighting and 
a 10-mintue misconduct. 

Confident Blais? 

In 54 injury-riddled games with the Rangers, Sammy Blais scored no 
goals. In his first five games back with the Blues, he’s already scored 
twice, including in a 4-1 loss to Colorado on Saturday afternoon. 

“He has ability to score and to make plays,” Berube said. “So far, I think 
he’s getting an opportunity to do that and he’s got two goals. He’s made 
some plays. Just got to keep going, working on it.” 

Blais has been put on the team’s second power-play unit after he was re-
acquired in the Vladimir Tarasenko and Niko Mikkola trade. Initially, he 
played on a line with Noel Acciari and Ivan Barbashev, but began 
Sunday’s game alongside Brayden Schenn and Jake Neighbours. 

Blunotes 

Faulk wore an “A” as an alternate captain on Sunday, joining Schenn and 
Parayko. It is expected that the Blues will have two permanent alternate 
captains in Schenn and Parayko, with Faulk wearing an “A” on the road 
and Robert Thomas wearing it at home. 

The Blues have leadership positions to fill following the trades of captain 
Ryan O’Reilly and alternate captain Tarasenko. 

• Following back-to-back games on Saturday and Sunday, the Blues did 
not practice Monday. It was the team’s first full day off since returning 
from the All-Star break. Each of the previous 11 days had a game, a 
practice or an optional practice. 
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1269052 St Louis Blues 

 

What can the Blues do with the draft equity they’ve acquired in recent 
trades? 

 

Corey Pronman, Jeremy Rutherford9-12 minutes 2/20/2023 

 

Blues general manager Doug Armstrong was ready to be criticized for 
keeping his pending unrestricted free agents past the NHL trade deadline 
on March 3. 

“I was prepared to lose in the first or second round and be getting drilled 
by, ‘Well now you’ve lost and you have no future assets and you’ve done 
all this stuff … you’re an idiot,'” Armstrong said. “I was hoping to have to 
be labeled like that, as a guy that didn’t maximize his assets.” 

But the Blues didn’t give the GM a reason to take that risk. They’ve been 
hovering around .500, so regardless of a little winning streak, or two, he 
had his mind made up. 

“It would’ve been difficult to be sitting in front of you if we had five more 
wins,” Armstrong said, “and telling you why it was a good to move 
Vladimir Tarasenko, why it was a good idea to move Ryan O’Reilly and 
(Niko) Mikkola and (Noel) Acciari for draft picks, on a team that was 
fighting for a playoff spot, or in a playoff spot. (But) this one was 
crystalized.” 

In the matter of a week, Blues fans watched with disappointment — 
understandable due to the circumstances — as two star players, and 
couple of others, swapped the Blue Note for the sweaters of the New 
York Rangers and Toronto Maple Leafs. 

The combined return for Tarasenko and O’Reilly, and others, could be 
considered a haul: two first-round picks in 2023, a second-rounder in 
2024, a third-rounder in 2023, a conditional fourth-rounder in 2024 (could 
become a third), along with Sammy Blais, Hunter Skinner, Mikhail 
Abramov and Adam Gaudette. 

Now, what to do with all of that draft equity? 

On a club that says it wants to be competitive again sooner than later, 
perhaps the Blues will package several of those picks for a bona fide 
NHL player who can help right away. There’s certainly enough — in the 
next two summers alone, they have four first-rounders and nine total 
picks in the first three rounds, and potentially 10 if the Rangers make the 
playoffs this season. 

Round 2023 2024 2025 

1st 

3 

1 

1 

2nd 

1 

2 

1 

3rd 

2 

1 

1 

4th 

1 

2* 

1 

5th 

1 

1 

1 

6th 

1 

1 

1 

7th 

1 

1 

1 

“I wish I had a crystal ball, where I could tell everyone how this is going to 
work out, but I don’t,” Armstrong said. “We could use all three of those 
picks to select players, and then all three of those players will get put into 
our development process in the American League team, and then be in 
the NHL at some point and have long careers. Or, they might be gone 
before their names are even called (a reference to potentially trading the 
picks). 

“I don’t know how it’s going to play itself out. One thing that I do know, 
though, is if we move picks or players, it’s not going to be for one-year 
players. We need to retrench with players 25-26 (years old), and under, 
that have term on their contracts so they can grow with that next core of 
players we have. So, I just need time to play itself out on what happens 
with these assets that we’re gaining now for the future.” 

If you’re listening to Armstrong speak and wondering to yourself: “What 
about 2022 first-rounder Jimmy Snuggerud, or 2021 first-round pick 
Zachary Bolduc?” How do they factor into all of this? 

The GM addressed that, too. 

“What trading (Tarasenko and O’Reilly) doesn’t do, it doesn’t make 
Snuggerud more mature today,” Armstrong said. “It doesn’t make Bolduc 
more mature today. It doesn’t make them any more ready to come in. It 
doesn’t take Jake Neighbours to a first-line left winger today that’s 
expected to score 30 goals. They’re going to mature at their own rate, 
and it’s my job not to ruin their careers by putting them in positions to 
fail.” 

But while Armstrong wants to be patient, he said he won’t sit back. 

“The casual fan that comes when the team is winning and doesn’t come 
when the team is losing, aren’t going to change,” he said. “The hardcore 
fans, they understand the ebbs and flows of pro sport, that your window 
is so long and then you have to retrench. The team that I’d like to 
emulate right now, or even be quicker, is L.A., I saw (how) New Jersey, 
Buffalo and Detroit did it, and that’s five, six, seven years. L.A. did it very 
quickly, and I’d like to do it very quickly.” 

To get a better evaluation of the Blues’ assets acquired in the two trades, 
and gauge what it could mean for the future, I’ve solicited the help of The 
Athletic’s draft and prospect guru, Corey Pronman. 

Here’s our conversation … 
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Rutherford: Thanks for doing this, Corey. Well, Armstrong has been 
busy. Let’s go back to his first move, trading Tarasenko to the New York 
Rangers. What did you think of the return package? 

Pronman: In the summer, when we were looking for trade comparables, 
we mentioned Jacob Trouba even though he was a defenseman. Trouba 
fetched a first-round pick and Neal Pionk, who was a quality roster 
player. Trouba didn’t have a NTC, and had one year left until UFA, but 
was well-known to be picky about where he would extend. Using that 
context, given Tarasenko plays a less premium position and was having 
a bit of a down year scoring-wise, being able to get a first and more of a 
depth roster player seems like a very fair return that Blues fans should be 
happy with, even if it also meant parting with Niko Mikkola. 

Rutherford: Last Friday, Armstrong made another big trade, moving 
O’Reilly to Toronto. Your thoughts on that return? 

Pronman: We were having lots of discussions about O’Reilly in the days 
leading up to that trade. I thought the Paul Statsny trade in 2018 was a 
great analogy to the position, production and contract situation. Statsny 
returned a first-round pick, a fourth, and Erik Foley, who was considered 
a solid B-range prospect at the time, but his career was derailed by 
injuries. It looks very similar to the return they got from Toronto. 

Rutherford: The Blues have three more UFAs they could move in Ivan 
Barbashev, Blais and Thomas Greiss. Barbashev is the only one, 
however, who could get another decent return, and it sounds like 
Armstrong is asking for a first-rounder. Is that possible, and if not, what 
do you think they could get? 

Pronman: My guess is that he does not return a first. He reminds me of 
Calle Järnkrok’s situation last season. He’s a nice all-around player who 
can play center or wing,  but you’re probably not dying to play him down 
the middle if you’re a contender. Järnkrok returned a second, third and 
seventh at the prior trade deadline. 

Rutherford: A lot of people are saying that the 2023 draft is a good one, 
particularly the first round. I want to hear what our expert has to say. How 
does it look in your eyes? 

Pronman: Well, it depends on where you are picking. I have the first 
round overall depth graded slightly above average, but not in a manner 
that is truly significant. The differentiator for this draft is at the very top. 
The first few picks are special. Adam Fantilli, Leo Carlsson and Matvei 
Michkov would all be players in the conversation to be a No. 1 pick in a 
number of recent drafts before you get to Connor Bedard. 

Rutherford: If the season ended today, the Blues’ own first-round pick 
would be in the top 10. I know they would go with the best available 
player (BPA), but just for context, they could really use a solid defensive 
prospect in the system. Regardless of position, though, who could they 
get at that spot? 

Pronman: I don’t think a defenseman will be the BPA (in the top 10). 
David Reinbacher is my No. 1 rated defenseman, but I think he will 
probably be off the board by No. 9, but it’s not a guarantee. I think you 
are probably looking at a group of forwards between Brayden Yager, 
Zach Benson, Oliver Moore, Nate Danielson, Ryan Leonard, Colby 
Barlow, Samuel Honzek, Eduard Sale or Dalibor Dvorsky. Who the Blues 
prefer is to be determined. 

Rutherford: OK, after their own pick, the Blues have two more first-
rounders. They’ll get one of the New York Rangers’ two first-round picks 
— either New York’s pick or Dallas’ pick. Then they have Toronto’s first-
rounder, too. We don’t know where those picks will fall, of course, but 
who are a few players who might be available in the late first round? 

Pronman: The players I would be passionate about once the top tier of 
players are gone are wingers Quentin Musty, Gabriel Perreault and 
Matthew Wood, as well as defensemen Dmitri Simashev and Tanner 
Molendyk. 

Rutherford: Of course, the other possibility for the Blues is using their 
plethora of picks to trade up in the draft. I understand whoever gets the 

No. 1 overall pick and wins the Bedard sweepstakes isn’t going to be 
trading down, even for three first-rounders. But if the Blues do try to 
package two or three of their picks, what’s possible? How high could they 
get? 

Pronman: I think getting into the top-four range will be a barrier with an 
asterisk that team opinions on how to approach Michkov vary wildly due 
to him being signed in the KHL for three more full seasons. 

Rutherford: Before we let you go, I have one more. The Blues, as 
mentioned, could also package these picks and use them in a trade for 
an established player, such as Jakob Chychrun or Timo Meier. But if the 
Blues go into the draft with all of them, what would you do if you were 
Armstrong and the scouting staff? 

Pronman: I think this is a uniquely strong draft for Russian players 
playing in Russia. There are several players between Michkov, Simashev 
and Daniil that I think can be impactful pro players. With three first-round 
picks, the Blues are in the stereotypical position of taking risks in the 
draft, and I would want to leave the draft with one of those three. 

Rutherford: Thanks, Corey! Well, there you have it. Things could change 
a lot before now and the draft this summer. But following the trading 
frenzy, there’s a look at how it looks now. 
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Senators run into a stop sign in Boston, as hot streak ends with loss to 
Bruins 

 

Ken Warren11-14 minutes 2/20/2023 

 

The Ottawa Senators were good for extended stretches Monday, but 
good isn’t good enough against a Boston Bruins squad that continues to 
showcase why they’re the class of the NHL. 

The Bruins stick with their sound, steady defensive game plan over and 
over again, waiting for the opportunities when their talent can put them 
over the top. 

The Bruins 3-1 win over the Senators at the TD Garden in Boston was a 
textbook example of never letting up. 

Ultimately, David Pastrnak made all the difference, breaking free twice. 
He scored the game winner from in close late in the second period and 
then the insurance goal on a breakaway late in third against rookie 
goaltender Kevin Mandolese. Jake DeBrusk also scored for the Bruins, 
while Claude Giroux was the lone Senator who beat Bruins goaltender 
Linus Ullmark. 

Pastrnak now has 41 goals, second in the NHL behind Connor McDavid 
of the Edmonton Oilers. 

It was a game effort for the Senators from start to finish and Mandolese 
did his part in keeping the game tight, but the Senators will be kicking 
themselves for failing to convert on a 5-on-3 advantage for 1:50 in the 
first period. 

The Senators came into the game on a 3-0-1 roll and with a 6-1-1 record 
in their previous eight games, including Sunday’s 7-2 romp over the St. 
Louis Blues at Canadian Tire Centre, keeping alive faint hopes of making 
the playoffs. They entered the game five points and five teams out of a 
post-season spot, but they hit a stop sign in Boston. 

Ottawa Senators right wing Claude Giroux (28) is congratulated at the 
bench after scoring against the Boston Bruins during the first period at 
TD Garden. 
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“They’re the best in the league for a reason,” Senators captain Brady 
Tkachuk told reporters in Boston. “For us to kind of hang in there … there 
were a couple of details that ended up in the back of our net there, but for 
the most part, we almost punch for punch with them for most of the 
game.” 

For the better part of the first two periods, the Senators matched the 
Bruins in what was a sound, disciplined game, but Pastrnak — poised to 
become one of the NHL’s highest paid players as an unrestricted free 
agent next summer — finally broke a 1-1 tie by picking the top corner 
past Mandolese with 2:54 remaining in the second period. The Senators 
allowed him a free pass into the slot in front of Mandolese and 
defenceman Charlie McAvoy set it up by spinning around Alex DeBrincat 
inside the blueline. 

Coming back against the Bruins when trailing two periods has effectively 
become Mission Impossible. The Bruins are now 30-0-2 when they’re 
ahead after 40 minutes. 

With the Senators pressing for the tying goal in the third, Pastrnak snuck 
behind defenceman Erik Brannstrom and put the game out of reach with 
a nifty deke past Mandolese. 

“I thought we played hard, we had plenty of chances and we made two 
mistakes on 88 (Pastrnak) and he scores on both,” said Senators coach 
D.J. Smith.” 

Up until the first Pastrnak goal, Mandolese was fantastic, making several 
key saves, including a superb left pad stop off David Krejci. Ullmark, a 
top candidate to win the Vezina Trophy as the NHL’s top goaltender this 
season, also needed to be at his best to keep the Senators from taking 
the lead. He stopped Brady Tkachuk from point blank range on an odd 
man rush and closed the door on newcomer Julien Gauthier — acquired 
from the New York Rangers in a trade for Tyler Motte on Sunday — 
when he drove hard to the net. 

Ottawa Senators defenceman Travis Hamonic (23) collides with Boston 
Bruins left wing Jake DeBrusk (74) going for a loose puck during the first 
period at TD Garden. 

At the outset, it was an imposing challenge for the Senators, but they did 
have some comfort after beating the Bruins twice earlier this season. 

After knocking off St. Louis Sunday behind the goaltending of Mads 
Sogaard, the Senators went to Mandolese in goal out of concern for 
Sogaard’s injury history. While Mandolese delivered a spellbinding 46-
save effort in defeating the New York Islanders 3-2 in his first NHL 
appearance last week, the rested Bruins have been atop the NHL 
standings from the start of the season. 

They’re even more impressive on home ice. 

The Bruins opened the season by winning 14 consecutive home games, 
an NHL record. They have lost only two home games in regulation all 
season and are now with a 24-2-3 overall in their own building. 

They’re the NHL’s stingiest defensive team and Ullmark entered the 
game with a 28-4-1 record, 1.91 goals against average and .936 save 
percentage. 

Considering how dominant the Bruins are when they start quickly — 28-
0-3 when they score the first goal — the Senators couldn’t afford to let 
the game get away from them early. 

Boston Bruins goaltender Linus Ullmark (35) makes a save on a 
backhand shot by Ottawa Senators right wing Alex DeBrincat (12) during 
the second period at TD Garden. 

After the Senators failed to convert on a 1:50 5-on-3 manpower 
advantage, the Bruins opened the scoring on a DeBrusk goal. Mandolese 
made one save off DeBrusk, but he drove hard to the net to get the loose 
puck, which he promptly flipped up high over the Senators goaltender. 

“We would love to have that back in a tight game like this, but you can’t 
let it affect the rest of the game and I don’t think it did,” said Smith. “We 

played hard. That’s a really good team. We checked really hard. 
(Mandolese) was really good. Just at the end of the day, a couple of 
mistakes made ended up in our net.” 

The veteran, disciplined Bruins had the Senators where they wanted 
them, but the Senators hung around. 

With time ticking away in the first period, Dylan Gambrell forced a 
turnover deep in the Bruins zone and fed Giroux in the slot. The Senators 
veteran then buried it past Ullmark to tie the game 1-1, with only 35 
seconds remaining. 

The Senators don’t play again until Friday, when they travel to Carolina 
to face the Hurricanes. From there, they’ll go immediately to Montreal for 
a Saturday date against the Montreal Canadiens and return to Canadian 
Tire Centre for back-to-back games against the Detroit Red Wings next 
Monday and Tuesday. 

Following the game, the Senators sent Mandolese, along with 
defencemen Jacob Larsson and Dillon Hetherington, back to Belleville of 
the AHL. 

The Mandolese move signals that Cam Talbot, who hasn’t played since 
suffering a groin injury Jan. 25, will be ready to return for the weekend. 
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Gauthier hopes familiarity will help give him a shot at bigger role with 
Senators 

 

Ken Warren8-11 minutes 2/20/2023 

 

Julien Gauthier and the Ottawa Senators are keeping their hopes up that 
it will be a case of third time lucky in the NHL. 

Gauthier, acquired from the New York Rangers Sunday in a trade for 
Tyler Motte, made his Senators debut in Monday’s matinee against the 
Boston Bruins. The Senators also received a conditional seventh round 
draft pick in the exchange. 

Gauthier went directly from New York to Boston, meeting his new 
teammates for the first time before the puck dropped against the Bruins. 

“It’s a great feeling,” Gauthier said, speaking with reporters in Boston. 
“I’ve been wanting a fresh start, a good opportunity and I’m happy to get 
it here.” 

The expectations for what the 6-4, 225-pound winger could bring should 
be modest. 

A former junior teammate of fellow Senators Thomas Chabot and 
Mathieu Joseph, he was originally drafted by the Carolina Hurricanes in 
the first round of the 2016 NHL draft (21st overall). While he put up 
decent offensive numbers with the AHL’s Charlotte Checkers, he 
registered only one assist in five games with Carolina before they moved 
on from him, dealing him to the Rangers in 2019. 

He played sparingly in the Big Apple this season — including games with 
a meagre 1:47, 3:32, 4:33, 5:55 and 5:58 of ice time — registering six 
goals and three assists in 40 games. 

No doubt, Senators coach D.J. Smith will give him a little more 
opportunity to try and showcase the form that made him a dominating 
power forward in junior and in the AHL. Fact is, the Senators third and 
fourth lines have dragged down the team throughout the 2022-23 
season, providing little offensive support for the starts on the club’s top 
two lines. 
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“I’m a big guy that skates pretty fast, I shoot the puck hard, I finish my 
checks and a try to play a two-way game,” Gauthier said in offering up a 
scouting effort of his own style. 

Where, exactly, Smith will choose to use the new number 77 in the lineup 
is a question mark. There could be plenty of mixing and matching to try 
and find a spot where he fits best. To start, he played Monday on a line 
with Ridly Greig and Joseph. 

Placing him alongside Joseph provided at least some comfort in that the 
two are familiar with each other from their days together on the Quebec 
Major Junior Hockey League’s Saint John Sea Dogs in 2016-17. Saint 
John won the QMJHL title and advanced to the Memorial Cup. During the 
playoff run, Gauthier scored 11 goals and six assists in 16 games. 
Joseph had 13 goals and 19 assists in 18 games and Chabot registered 
five goals and 18 assists in 18 games. 

“It facilitates things,” Gauthier said of his relationship with Joseph and 
Chabot. “I’ve known these guys for a long time. We see each other in the 
summer. It’s fun for me because they can show me around and introduce 
me to the guys more easily, so I’m happy about that.” 

Unquestionably, the final 26 games of the season will be an experiment. 
Gauthier’s contract expires at the end of the season when he will become 
a restricted free agent. 

As for Motte, there was little chance he would re-sign here as an 
unrestricted free agent following the season. He scored only three goals 
and six assists in 38 games, but his intangibles of his defensive game — 
including his presence as a solid penalty killer — gives him value to 
teams hoping for a long playoff run. Motte played in 15 playoff games 
with the Rangers season and in 17 post-season games with the 
Vancouver Canucks in 2019-20. 

The Senators could part with several other players in advance of the 
March 3 trade deadline, some of it dependent on what happens on the 
ice in the next two weeks. 

With their 7-2 win over the St. Louis Blues on Sunday, the Senators were 
five points and five teams removed from a wild card playoff spot. Making 
the playoffs remains a longshot, but they do hold games in hand on most 
of the teams they are chasing in that battle. 
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Stutzle receives top NHL honours 
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After scoring four goals and six assists in four games, Stutzle was named 
the league’s first star of the week. 

During the week, in which the Senators went 3-0-1 — the only blemish 
was a 4-3 overtime loss to the Chicago Blackhawks last Friday — Stutzle 
tied a career-high with four points in a victory over the Calgary Flames. 

Stutzle has been a roll since returning from a shoulder injury on Dec. 27. 
In those 22 games, he has scored 16 goals and 15 assists, putting 
himself on TV highlight packages game after game. 

He went into Monday’s game against the Boston Bruins with 26 goals 
and 33 assists in 51 games, second in team scoring behind captain 
Brady Tkachuk. 
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Senators weekend notebook: LeBreton Flats, Tyler Motte trade and Tim 
Stützle goes next level 

 

Ian Mendes10-13 minutes 2/20/2023 

 

What a wild 48-hour window for the Ottawa Senators. 

First, the team blows a two-goal lead in the third period on home ice 
against a woeful Chicago team on Friday night. On Chris Neil’s special 
night no less. 

Embarrassing, unacceptable and shameful were just a few of the 
adjectives flying around after that 4-3 overtime loss. 

But if we’ve learned anything about the 2022-23 Ottawa Senators, it’s 
that they seem to play their best hockey when the outside criticism 
reaches a crescendo. 

And right on cue, the club blasted out to a 6-0 lead against St. Louis on 
Sunday afternoon, erasing any doubts about another third-period 
meltdown. And in cruising to a 7-2 win over the Blues, the Senators 
scored seven goals in a game for the first time since they beat Boston in 
the home opener on October 18. 

The vibes were immaculate back in October and dare I say it, things are 
pretty good again around this team. 

And we’ve got quite a bit of news to digest after a busy weekend around 
the club. 

Despite playing two games on the weekend, the biggest Senators news 
came away from the rink. 

NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly was a guest on the Bob McCown 
podcast with John Shannon on Friday. I highly encourage Senators fans 
to listen to the whole segment, with the conversation around the 
Senators starting just before the 18-minute mark of this link.  

This was the most comprehensive and in-depth update we’ve received 
from a league official on the sale of the Ottawa Senators in recent weeks. 
And during his conversation with McCown and Shannon, Daly dropped a 
very significant detail about the future arena plans for the hockey team. 

“There may be bids that don’t have LeBreton Flats as part of their future 
projection for this franchise,” said Daly. “It depends on what they have 
planned. It’s certainly a relevant part of the mix, but I don’t think it’s an 
essential element.” 

Now we have it on the record: A top-ranking NHL executive is suggesting 
that some of the groups may not have a proposal for LeBreton Flats as 
part of their bid to purchase the Ottawa Senators. And on top of that, 
Daly says doesn’t believe having a specific plan for LeBreton is an 
essential element to procuring the team. 

That’s a rather significant piece of news and lines up with something The 
Athletic reported a couple of months ago. 

As we wrote in early December, there are real estate experts who believe 
other locations are being examined for a downtown arena for the Ottawa 
Senators. 

One site I wrote about was located just off the 417 at Lees Avenue. 
There is a parcel of land there just off Robinson Avenue that could make 
a lot of sense for a downtown rink. 

The Senators also examined other sites near the downtown core while 
they were exploring LeBreton. They looked at the former DND 
headquarters near Colonel By Drive, the RCMP land near the baseball 
stadium and the City Centre site near the Bayview LRT station. And two 
years ago, I looked into the possibility of whether the land near the 
Hurdman transit station could be a fit. 
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That Hurdman site — located just off Riverside Drive and south of the 
Queensway — is certainly another one that comes up in a lot of 
conversations.  At this point, the Senators have only procured roughly 
seven acres of land at LeBreton to build their new arena. That footprint is 
only big enough for the arena and maybe one other small building, like a 
hotel or condominium. If a new ownership group is looking at the 
opportunity to make this a true real estate play, they are going to require 
more land than is currently on the table at LeBreton. 

At the very least, Daly’s comments should open everybody’s eyes to the 
fact that an alternative to LeBreton Flats is certainly plausible. 

Other key takeaways from Daly’s podcast appearance with McCown and 
Shannon: 

He called Ryan Reynolds a “major asset” but does not want people to 
think the Hollywood star is going to dictate the sale of the franchise on 
his own. “This transaction won’t rise or fall on whether Ryan is part of a 
winning bid,” said Daly. “Having said that and we’ve said it repeatedly, 
Ryan Reynolds would obviously bring a lot to the table here. To have him 
as part of an NHL ownership team, promoting our spot and promoting 
that franchise would be a very positive thing for the National Hockey 
League.” 

Daly suggested the price tag for the Senators could exceed $800 million 
and even hinted the final price tag could go north of one billion dollars. 
He later added the “proof will be in the pudding”, but I don’t think Daly 
would set the bar around one billion dollars without some concrete proof. 
At the very least, it’s now looking like the Senators sale price could match 
or exceed the $900 million the Pittsburgh Penguins fetched. 

The highest bidder won’t necessarily emerge as the winner in this 
process. It sounds like the NHL will handpick the ownership group they 
have the most faith in moving forward. “Value has a number of ways of 
being defined. You look at a variety of factors and ultimately you pursue 
the best bid,” says Daly.” 

The first round of bids is expected to come in later this week, but Daly 
isn’t sure if the process will be concluded by the time the NHL regular 
season is finished in the middle of April. “That’s really hard for me to 
project,” said Daly. “I’ll have a better sense after the bids come in.” Daly 
said this next phase in the process would take several weeks, so this 
might end up coinciding with the end of the regular season. 

Dorion gets the trade ball rolling by sending Tyler Motte to the Rangers 

When Elliotte Friedman reported the Senators were holding Tyler Motte 
out of Sunday’s game against St. Louis for ‘trade-related reasons’, it felt 
like a deal was imminent. And sure enough, just prior to puck drop the 
Senators sent Motte to the New York Rangers in exchange for right 
winger Julien Gauthier and a conditional seventh-round pick in the 2023 
NHL draft. (If the Rangers win a playoff round, that pick upgrades to a 
sixth-rounder). 

You can read Shayna Goldman and Sean Gentille’s analysis of the trade, 
where both of them give the Senators decent marks here. 

After Sunday’s game, Smith confirmed Gauthier would be in Ottawa’s 
lineup on Monday in Boston. (The club confirmed he’ll wear No. 77, 
joining Joe Corvo as the only players to wear that number in Ottawa). 

“He’s a big, strong guy who’s in phenomenal shape that can skate. And 
is looking for a fresh start,” Smith said of Gauthier. 

The 25-year-old Gauthier is set to be a restricted free agent this summer, 
meaning the Senators have team control over him. He’s making 
$800,000 this season, but considering he’s produced only six goals and 
nine points in 40 games, he’s likely not in line for a substantial raise at 
this juncture. The best guess sees Ottawa give Gauthier a chance to 
showcase himself and try and earn a full-time job for next season during 
the final 27 games of this regular season. Motte is now out of the picture 
and it’s hard to fathom a scenario where Derick Brassard and Austin 
Watson are back next year, meaning there should be some openings in 
Ottawa’s bottom six. 

A few days ago, Pierre Dorion suggested he could be a buyer and a 
seller at the trade deadline. This move sort of falls into that category, as 
he is trading a pending UFA in Motte and landing a player who could 
potentially fit in next season. Maybe the Senators could have received a 
third or fourth-round pick for Motte, but if they’re looking for immediate 
help in their bottom six, acquiring Gauthier — a former first-round pick of 
Carolina — probably helps them more. 

Stützle and Tkachuk are reunited with Claude Giroux 

A few weeks ago, D.J. Smith broke up his top line of Tim Stützle between 
Brady Tkachuk and Claude Giroux because he wanted to spread the 
wealth offensively. 

But after the collapse against Chicago on Friday night, the head coach 
opted to return to his star-powered trio for Sunday’s game against St. 
Louis. 

“I think that line of Timmy, Brady and (Giroux) was one of the best lines 
in the league when they were playing together,” Smith said on Saturday. 
The line responded by scoring three even-strength goals en route to the 
7-2 win over St. Louis. So far this season, that trio has outscored 
opponents 15-11 when they’re on the ice at five-on-five, making them 
Ottawa’s most effective even-strength line by a wide margin. Smith 
sounded like he might change up that look on the road this week in 
Boston and Carolina, but he wanted to at least give them a full game 
together when he had the final line change on home ice. 

Stützle and Tkachuk have found terrific chemistry lately, so re-introducing 
Giroux to their line was a seamless transition. Tkachuk is currently riding 
a career-high six-game point streak. During that time, Tkachuk has 
scored five goals — four of them assisted by Stützle. Meanwhile, three of 
Stützle’s last four goals have drawn assists by Tkachuk. 

“I like to think that we have some really good chemistry and we fit each 
other’s games,” Tkachuk said a few days ago of playing with Stützle. “I 
love playing with him and I love what he brings. I feel like we step up 
when the time is right. Sometimes I just give him the puck and let him do 
his thing.” 

Stützle has entered a different stratosphere entirely, with his two-goal 
effort against the Blues the latest jaw-dropping performance he’s 
delivered. Since January 1, only four NHL players — Matthew Tkachuk, 
Nathan Mackinnon, Connor McDavid and Jack Hughes — have more 
points than Stützle’s 28. 

Neil’s retirement night hits the right note 

I know there were some people who questioned the Senators’ decision to 
retire Chris Neil’s No. 25 jersey, but anybody who was in attendance on 
Friday evening would have to agree that ceremony was on point. 

Neil got emotional a few times when speaking about his family, showing 
off the vulnerable side that often balanced out his ferocity on the ice. And 
it was a brilliant stroke to have Neil leave the ice through the home 
penalty box one more time. 

“That was actually my idea,” Neil said afterwards. “I wanted to either 
come out through the penalty box or leave through the penalty box.” 

And if you wanted to get a sense of how disappointed the Senators were 
to lose a 4-3 decision to Chicago on Neil’s night, just watch Tkachuk’s 
post-game session with us on Friday evening. 

“That can’t happen, especially tonight where we’re honouring a Sens 
legend and a legend in this community. It stings because we just want to 
get the job done,” Tkachuk said. “It’s not about the points at this point. It’s 
about honouring Neiler who is a guy who put his blood, sweat and tears 
into this organization. And maybe the hardest worker to ever come 
through here. And to lay an egg there in 10 minutes when his whole 
family his friends and former players are here. It just stings.” 

To see the current Senators captain understand, appreciate and respect 
the history of this franchise was really something to behold. 
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Ducks fall to Panthers in overtime 

 

The Associated Press 

 

SUNRISE, Fla. — John Gibson faced another barrage of shots in the net, 
but the Ducks salvaged a point in an overtime loss to begin their four-
game road trip. 

Carter Verhaeghe scored 1:42 into overtime to lead the Florida Panthers 
to a 4-3 victory over the Ducks on Monday. 

Florida has won six of its past nine games. The Ducks have lost their 
past five. 

The Panthers also got goals from Eric and Marc Staal as well as Ryan 
Lomberg. Sergei Bobrovsky had 29 saves. 

Mason McTavish, Frank Vatrano and Dmitry Kulikov scored for the 
Ducks. John Gibson made 51 saves. 

“It was pretty cool, pretty good accomplishment but it was nice to win,” 
said Verhaeghe, who hit the 30-goal mark for the first time in his career 
with the overtime winner. 

“All game, it felt like we were in control and had a ton of chances. We just 
could not finish them. They got a couple one-off chances; it was nice to 
win.” 

The Ducks have one of the worst records in the league, but they played 
like the team fighting for its playoff lives instead of the Panthers. 

The Ducks scored the first two goals and had a 2-0 lead into the second 
period. 

McTavish opened the scoring at 11:46 of the first by scoring off a 
rebound. 

Vatrano converted on the power play against his former teammates 
moments after the team played a tribute video for him. Florida traded 
Vatrano to the New York Rangers last season. 

“I thought we had a great first. They are a desperate team over there,” 
Vatrano said. “They had a good second half and I thought the third was 
pretty even. We were in it all the way. We scored a late one there, then 
they get one right back. Overall we could clean up a couple areas, but I 
thought we played overall a pretty solid game.” 

Florida rallied in the second. Eric Staal scored 2:12 into the period with 
his younger brother, Marc, tying the score at 2 with 2:37 remaining. 

The score remained tied throughout the third before Kulikov gave the 
Ducks the lead back at 12:51. 

Florida tied it at 3-all just over a minute later when Lomberg knocked in a 
long shot from defenseman Gustav Forsling. 

“We know where we are at, we know we needed these points and that 
was a great response by everyone to stay with it and ultimately get two 
big points,” Eric Staal said. 

“We knew this was important and was a big night. I liked the way my line 
played whole way. I thought we were engaged and we ended up being 
rewarded.” 

NOTES 

The Ducks were successful in a coach’s challenge on Monday when 
what would have been Eric Staal’s second goal of the game was taken 
away for goalie interference on former Ducks defenseman Josh Mahura. 

… The Panthers were without center Sam Bennett for the third 
consecutive game after he left their game in St. Louis early. Bennett, out 
with a lower-body injury, is expected to return Friday night. … Florida lost 
forward Givani Smith midway through the second period when he was 
struck in the face by a shot as he turned his back to the net. Smith 
rushed off the ice and did not return. 
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Free agents for NHL teams 2023: Top college, CHL and European 
players 

 

Corey Pronman 

 

Today we look at this year’s class of free agents coming out of the CHL, 
NCAA and major European leagues. This is obviously not like NHL free 
agency — these players are likely not going to be difference-makers in 
an organization, even if once in a while an Andrei Kuzmenko, Ilya 
Mikheyev or Danny DeKeyser comes around. This is about building 
organizational depth and getting older, physically matured players who 
can play real minutes for an organization, whether in the NHL or AHL. 

While I spent many hours on this article, I do not cover the free-agent 
world as extensively as I do the NHL Draft or drafted NHL prospects. 
Thus I cannot claim to have a complete, comprehensive scope of the 
free-agent world. There will be numerous players who sign that I don’t 
have listed here, but excluding them isn’t necessarily a commentary on 
the players; I may simply have never gotten around to watching them. 

Projected to play NHL games 

1. Hardy Haman Aktell, LHD, Vaxjo-SHL: Haman Aktell, a former 
Nashville draft pick, has been a quality member of a top SHL team this 
season in Vaxjo. Haman Aktell is a huge defenseman who was often 
injured shortly after Nashville drafted him. He’s been healthy the last few 
years, though, and his offensive touch has taken off this season. I don’t 
view him as a big points producer in North America, but he can make a 
good first pass and has a strong point shot. His skating will be a major 
limitation in the NHL, but I think he defends well enough to potentially 
overcome that and be a third-pair defenseman in the league. 

2. Sam Malinski, RHD, Cornell-ECAC: Malinski has been a top 
defenseman in college this season. He has excellent playmaking ability. 
He makes a lot of difficult passes in the offensive zone and has the ability 
to run a pro power play with his vision and shot. His skating is solid too 
and he can create with his skill and feet. Malinski isn’t the biggest 
defender but he competes well enough that I think he has a shot to be a 
good pro. 

3. Jake Livingstone, RHD, Minnesota State-CCHA: Livingston was a top 
free-agent target in 2022 but decided to go back to Mankato. He’s not a 
flashy player, and while he has a good point shot he doesn’t have a ton 
of offensive skill and his mobility is just OK. Livingston is a 6-foot-3, 
intelligent, two-way defenseman though. He has enough puck game to 
project to make NHL outlet passes and the occasional tough O-zone 
play. Even with his skating, his size and work rate should allow him to 
take third-pair minutes in the league. 

4. Austen Swankler, C, Bowling Green-CCHA: After bouncing around a 
few junior teams, including a full OHL season, he was exempted to play 
college hockey after taking a full year off. Swankler has found his form 
this year as one of the top scorers in college. Swankler has excellent 
skill. He is able to dangle college defensemen routinely and shows 
tremendous small-area puckhandling abilities. He can create a lot with 
his offensive creativity. The big knock on Swankler was his skating, 
which used to be terrible. It’s still not an asset, but it’s improved notably, 
and with a cleaner stride he’s been able to maximize his skill more often. 
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He’s a good pro prospect, but he may be going back to school for his 
junior season. If he decides to come out there will be plenty of suitors. 

5. Victor Ostman, G, Maine-Hockey East: Ostman has been a top 
goaltender in college this season for Maine. The junior netminder has a 
highly intriguing toolkit at 6-4 and possesses good athleticism to make 
tough saves. When he’s on his game and making good reads/decisions 
with his natural ability, he can look like a pro goalie. I find his reads and 
puck tracking can be somewhat inconsistent but I think there’s a lot of 
talent to bet on with Ostman. 

Have a chance to play NHL games 

6. Jiri Smejkal, LW, Oskarshamm-SHL: Smejkal is a bit on the older side 
at 26 years old, but he’s having a big year in Sweden and has been a 
notable part of the Czechia national team, having played for them at the 
Olympics and worlds. He’s a big, powerful winger with good skills who 
can help on both special teams. His skating is just OK and whether he 
will score in North America is a question, but his style lends itself to a real 
chance to play NHL games. 

7. Owen Pederson, LW, Winnipeg-WHL: Pederson has been an 
important part of a top CHL club in Winnipeg over the last two seasons. 
He has excellent puck skills and size, and can create a lot around the net 
which makes him intriguing for the pro game. Pederson’s skating has and 
continues to be an issue, and I’m not sure I would call him the best 
playmaker you’ll ever see. I think there’s a toolkit though that gives him a 
chance, and he’s stood out for me in Winnipeg games when I’m trying to 
watch other, more highly touted players. 

8. Riese Gaber, RW, North Dakota-NCHC: Gaber, like Livingstone, was 
a priority free agent last season but like many North Dakota players 
opted to stay in school for another year. He’s an undersized winger, but 
his skating is excellent and gives him a real chance to play in the NHL. 
He gives an honest effort every night which when combined with his 
speed has him buzzing around the ice constantly. Gaber has good puck 
skills, and can shoot the puck quite well from range too. Whether there’s 
an NHL role for him given his frame is to be determined. 

9. Hunter McKown, C, Colorado College-NCHC: McKown has scored a 
lot of goals in college over the last two seasons. He’s a highly-skilled 
forward, he actually was on the power play for Team USA at the summer 
world juniors because of the offensive touch he brings. His skating is fine, 
but won’t be an asset in the NHL. McKown’s overall compete can be 
inconsistent too and he’s probably not a pro center. The skill and scoring 
touch will be worth a team taking a gamble on. 

10. Christopher Sedoff, LHD, Red Deer-WHL: Sedoff was once thought 
of as a quality prospect a few years ago. He was on Finland’s U18 team 
as a 16-year-old. He played up levels because of his skating while also 
being a decent-sized defenseman who could make stops. There were 
questions about his skill and ability to move pucks at higher levels and 
ultimately he went undrafted. Since then he’s been a very good junior 
defenseman. The offense has been good. As an older WHL player it’s 
hard to tell whether the puck game is now real or a mirage from an older 
player in junior, but I think he’s shown enough to warrant taking a shot 
on. 

11. Luke Krys, RHD, Brown-ECAC: Krys, the younger brother of former 
Chicago draft pick Chad Krys, has been a top player for Brown. He’s a 6-
foot-2 defenseman who can skate and competes well, which immediately 
draws the interest of scouts. He’s a lot better a defender than his brother 
was, but he doesn’t have near the offensive abilities and whether he can 
move pucks versus pros will be his challenge even if he shows flashes of 
skill at the college level. 

12. Travis Mitchell, LHD, Cornell-ECAC: Mitchell has played a large role 
for Cornell this season. The senior defenseman and team captain often 
lined up on both special teams. He’s a big-body defenseman who 
competes well and could be a solid pro defender. His skating is fine for 
his size but not a major selling point. Whether he can move pucks versus 
men will be Mitchell’s main challenge as I wouldn’t call him a natural 
offensive type. 

13. Anton Malmstrom, LHD, Bowling Green-CCHA: Malmstrom is a 6-
foot-4 defenseman who can skate very well for a defender his size. He 
projects to make a lot of stops at the pro level because of his athleticism. 
He has very little to no puck game though and his hockey sense will be a 
major question at higher levels. 

14. Cooper Black, G, Dartmouth-ECAC: Black, a freshman at Dartmouth 
stands out instantly due to his frame. He’s listed at 6-foot-8 but some 
team sources think he’s closer to 6-foot-9. His technique is rather smooth 
given that large frame and he shows good hockey sense in net. Not 
surprisingly, his lower half is a little heavy and how quickly he can move 
will be his main challenge for the pro game, but Black still moves fairly 
well for a guy his size. He has a shot to make the NHL, presuming he 
decides to sign this year which I don’t think is likely. 

15. Collin Graf, RW, Quinnipiac-ECAC: Graf has been one of the top 
scorers in college this season and a big part of Quinnipiac’s success. 
He’s a skilled offensive player. His vision and his shot are major assets 
and inside the offensive zone he can be quite dangerous. He can play 
way too much on the perimeter, though, and his skating isn’t ideal for the 
pro game. 

16. Grigori Dronov, LHD, Magnitogorsk-KHL: Dronov was often injured 
coming up as a draft eligible, but as a pro he’s looked like a quality KHL 
defenseman for a top team in that league. Dronov has good size, he can 
move pucks well and is able to defend well at the KHL level. The big 
issue for him in the NHL will be his mobility. I think it’s fine, it works in the 
KHL for sure, but whether he can skate with NHL forwards will be a test. 

17. Konstantin Okulov, RW, CSKA-KHL: Okulov has been a rumored 
NHL free-agent target for a few years. The 27 year old’s KHL deal 
expires this summer so we will see if he tries to cross the pond. He has 
very good offensive skills and is a legit goal-scoring threat at the highest 
levels. His shot can beat quality goalies from the circles. Whether 
Okulov’s feet will hold up in the NHL is a question. I don’t think either his 
compete or skating really stand out, so I wonder if an NHL attempt for 
him will go like how Vadim Shipachyov’s attempt did which ended 
quickly. 

Longshots to play in the NHL 

18. Rickard Hugg, LW, Skelleftea-SHL: Hugg has been a top player for 
the best team in the SHL this season. His skill and playmaking have 
shone through much more consistently compared to the prior years I’ve 
been watching him. He competes well and can score, but he’s 5-foot-11 
and not a great skater. He gave one shot in North America and it didn’t 
go great, but I think a team will give him a second chance. 

19. Kyle McDonald, RW, North Bay-OHL: McDonald is a big winger with 
excellent puck skills and a good track record of scoring goals in the OHL. 
His skating is quite heavy though and whether he can even be an 
average AHL skater is a question but he should be able to score as a 
pro. 

20. Jacob Bengtsson, LHD, Lake Superior State University-CCHA: 
Bengtsson has been a top defenseman in the CCHA over the last few 
seasons. He’s a good-sized defender with strong hockey sense. His 
offensive touch isn’t that great, but he can make a good outlet pass and 
shows instances of O-zone playmaking. Bengtsson’s skating will be his 
major issue for the NHL. His frame gives him a chance to find a role in 
the NHL if he finds a way to stand out enough defensively in the AHL. 

21. Jaxon Nelson, C, Minnesota-Big Ten: Nelson is a big-body center 
who has played on both special teams for the Gophers this season and 
put up decent offensive totals. His skating is fine for a 6-foot-4 guy, but I 
wouldn’t call him a quick-twitch skater by any means. He has decent skill. 
I don’t think he’ll be a big scorer versus men but there’s enough talent to 
his game to be intriguing for the next level. 

22. Akito Hirose, LHD, Minnesota State-CCHA: Hirose has been an 
important player for Mankato over the last few years. He’s a talented 
offensive player. He’s a strong skater, unusually strong for a college free-
agent target and has strong playmaking abilities to go with that. Hirose 
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has a chance to make it on what he can do with the puck, but whether he 
can defend men will be a question. His skating will help him, but I 
wouldn’t call him the hardest to play against defenseman. 

23. Valetti Pulli, LHD, TPS-Liiga: Pulli is a massive defenseman at 6-foot-
6 who became a regular this season with a good TPS club and got an 
invite to Finland’s national team. He has some hockey sense, but his 
puck game is limited. I’ve seen worse feet on a big guy like him but I 
wouldn’t call his skating an asset either. He will probably get signed but 
it’s a long path for him to the NHL I think. 

24. Jason Polin, RW, Western Michigan-NCHC: Polin is the right wing on 
that top Western Michigan line. He’s not as naturally skilled as McAllister, 
but he has the speed and compete level that could make himself 
valuable as a pro. Polin plays a direct style, often taking pucks wide and 
to the net. He has good hands, and has scored a lot of goals the last two 
seasons in college. I do have some questions about how natural a play 
driver he is and whether he will have offense versus men. 

25. Logan Morrison, C, Hamilton-OHL: Morrison has put up huge 
numbers in junior over the last few seasons. He’s got very good skill and 
playmaking ability and is a consistent threat to score from the faceoff 
dots. His average-sized frame combined with a lack of speed and 
average off-the-puck play will make an NHL path difficult, but he can 
score. 

26. T. J. Hughes, C, Michigan-Ben Ten: Hughes has been quite good for 
Michigan as a freshman. He’s a very skilled and intelligent center who 
has shown he can create a lot of offense at the college level and help a 
power play. His skating is just OK for me and that will be the big thing 
preventing him from making the NHL level. I suspect he likely goes back 
for another season, but if he decides to come out I think there would be 
interest given his scoring record in college and junior and not being 
undersized. 

27. Ryan Siedem, RHD, Harvard-ECAC: Siedem has been a solid two-
way defenseman for Harvard. He’s an intelligent player who can make a 
good first pass and has seen an uptick in his offense this year at the 
college level. Siedem’s skating has historically been his issue and it’s still 
not a strength, but given his frame and sense I can see someone taking 
a shot on him. 

28. Max Sasson, C, Western Michigan-NCHC: Sasson has been the 
center of the top line for Western. He’s a strong skater, and unusually 
quick for a college free-agent target, especially given he’s not small 
which will make him quite attractive to NHL clubs. He works hard enough 
with his feet to potentially play a lower role on a team. The question with 
him will be offense. Sasson can make plays but he’s not a natural scorer 
with a ton of skill. 

29. Ryan McAllister, LW, Western Michigan-NCHC: McAllister will almost 
certainly get an NHL deal after the numbers he’s posted in college this 
season. He was considered the big fish in the first half of the season on 
the free-agent front, but his scoring has cooled off. He has a lot of skill 
and offensive creativity. He has great vision and can make a lot of highly-
difficult passes at a high rate. He has the offensive touch for the pros, but 
McAllister’s game has questions on whether the rest of his toolkit 
translates. He’s an undersized winger who’s a fine but not great skater 
and plays a lot on the perimeter. I think he will have a lot to prove in the 
AHL before we start talking about him as a NHL player, although I’m sure 
he may get some games at the end of the season as part of a deal to get 
him signed. 

30. Isac Brannstrom, LW, Lulea-SHL: The older brother of Ottawa’s Erik 
Brannstrom, Isac has been a good scorer in the SHL, especially this 
season. He’s very skilled and creative with the puck, and can run a pro 
power play effectively with his great vision. He works hard enough, but 
he’s not that big and unlike his brother, he’s not an amazing skater. 

I’m quickly going to highlight some drafted college players who either will 
be or have the potential to turn into free agents this summer if they so 
choose to. 

People around the league believe it’s a strong probability that Erik Portillo 
won’t sign with Buffalo, so I expect him to either be a free agent by June 
1 or have his right traded to a team he will sign with. The same goes with 
Anaheim’s Henry Thrun (who hits free agency on Aug. 15). Both would 
be “projected to play NHL games tier” prospects but not high-echelon 
types. 

Jackson LaCombe would be the biggest name here if he got to free 
agency but I believe he is likely to sign with Anaheim. I’ve heard Ryan 
Johnson will probably sign with Buffalo too. I don’t know what 
Philadelphia’s plans are with Jay O’Brien but I would be a little surprised 
if they signed him instead of taking the compensatory second-round pick 
at this stage. 

Dominic Basse, G, St. Cloud State-NCHC (rights owned by Chicago) 

Magnus Chrona, G, Denver-NCHC (rights owned by San Jose) 

John Farinacci, C, Harvard-ECAC (rights owned by Arizona) 

Mitchell Gibson, G, Harvard-ECAC (rights owned by Washington) 

Carter Gylander, G, Colgate-ECAC (rights owned by Detroit) 

Ryan Johnson, LHD, Minnesota-Big Ten (rights owned by Buffalo) 

Jackson LaCombe, LHD, Minnesota-Big Ten (rights owned by Anaheim) 

Aidan McDonough, LW, Northeastern-Hockey East (rights owned by 
Vancouver) 

Nikita Nesterenko, C, Boston College-Hockey East (rights owned by 
Minnesota) 

Jay O’Brien, C, Boston University-Hockey East (rights owned by 
Philadelphia) 

Jayden Struble, LHD, Northeastern-Hockey East (rights owned by 
Montreal) 

Henry Thrun, LHD, Harvard-ECAC (rights owned by Anaheim) 

Matt Steinburg, C, Cornell-ECAC (rights owned by Colorado) 
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NHL trade deadline: The 15 best additions who became long-term 
stalwarts 

 

Corey Masisak 

 

Rental players are often the most-trafficked currency ahead of the NHL 
trade deadline, and a couple high-profile pending free agents were on the 
move in the past week. 

The St. Louis Blues traded Vladimir Tarasenko and Ryan O’Reilly, who 
can both be unrestricted free agents this summer, to the New York 
Rangers and Toronto Maple Leafs, respectively. It’s possible one of 
those players will have a successful but short stay with their new clubs, 
and end up on a future version of the best pure rentals of the salary cap 
era. 

But the run up to the trade deadline is also a time when an NHL general 
manager can make a long-term addition. Whether it is a player who still 
has term left on his contract, or someone like Bo Horvat who was traded 
and then immediately inked an eight-year pact with the New York 
Islanders, GMs can find long-term roster solutions during a time that is 
often focused on short-term gains for contending clubs. 
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This edition of The List is about those players — added in the days 
leading up to the trade deadline, life upended midseason, but the new 
home became a successful one for a long time. Like the list of pure 
rentals, we’re going to stick to trades within six weeks or so of the 
deadline, so early-season moves don’t work here. 

We’re also going to stick to veteran/established NHL players and to the 
salary cap era. Prospects get traded at this time of year, but they’re also 
usually under team control for a long time so it shouldn’t be a surprise if 
they spend half a decade or more in their new city. That’s why Filip 
Forsberg isn’t at or near the top of this list. 

Our list includes two core pieces of the Los Angeles Kings’ title teams, a 
couple of guys who spent a lot of time skating next to Sidney Crosby, a 
couple of future captains and a bunch of defensemen. 

Justin Williams  

March 4, 2009 — Kings trade Patrick O’Sullivan and a 2009 second-
round pick to the Hurricanes for Williams 

O’Sullivan and a different 2009 second went to Edmonton for Erik Cole in 
this three-team trade. Williams became a critical player for two Stanley 
Cup-winning teams in three years for Los Angeles, earning the moniker 
“Mr. Game 7” for his late-series postseason heroics. The Kings were an 
early analytics darling, and Williams became a star of the Corsi Era 
because he was one of the best players in the league at winning puck 
battles along the boards and creating/maintaining offensive possessions. 
He spent the next six seasons after this trade in Los Angeles. The 
Hurricanes made out pretty well too, getting one big season from Cole in 
his second tour of duty with the club and the second-round pick became 
Brian Dumoulin. He was a key part of the trade that brought Jordan Staal 
to Carolina. 

Jeff Carter  

Feb. 23, 2012 — Kings trade Jack Johnson and a 2013 first-round pick to 
the Blue Jackets for Carter 

Carter signed an 11-year, $58 million contract, one of the “loophole” 
deals that helped the Kings and Blackhawks dominate this period before 
the league closed it. He signed that contract with the Flyers and then got 
traded twice before finding a home in Los Angeles. He spent nine full 
years with the Kings, winning titles in 2012 and 2014, before getting 
traded to Pittsburgh. He’s in the top 10 in franchise history in goals during 
the regular season, while only Wayne Gretzky and Luc Robitaille have 
more playoff goals for the Kings. 

Chris Kunitz 

Feb. 26, 2009 — Penguins trade Ryan Whitney to the Ducks for Kunitz 
and Eric Tangradi 

Tangradi was an intriguing prospect, but Kunitz became a fixture for 
Penguins, particularly next to Crosby. The Ducks traded Whitney to 
Edmonton the following season, while Kunitz won a Stanley Cup four 
months after the trade and again in 2016. He’s scored the 10th-most 
goals in Penguins history, more for the franchise than Hall of Fame 
talents Ron Francis, Mark Reechi and Joe Mullen, who all spent at least 
379 games with the club. 

Erik Johnson 

Feb. 19, 2011 — Avalanche trade Kevin Shattenkirk, Chris Stewart and a 
2011 second-round pick to the Blues for Johnson, Jay McClement and a 
2011 first-round pick 

This was a seismic trade, featuring three exciting, young players. Stewart 
spent two full seasons with St. Louis before going to Buffalo in a trade for 
Ryan Miller and Steve Ott. Shattenkirk earned Calder Trophy votes at the 
end of this season, then spent five full years with Blues. He finished in 
the top 20 of the Norris Trophy voting twice, then was traded to 
Washington at the 2017 deadline. Johnson was the No. 1 pick in the 
2006 NHL Draft, and has crafted a long career in Colorado as a solid but 
rarely spectacular defenseman. He’s one of seven players to play in 700-

plus games for the Avalanche, and won the Cup for the first time at 34 
years old last season. 

Pascal Dupuis 

Feb. 26, 2008 — Penguins trade Colby Armstrong, Erik Christensen, 
Angelo Esposito and a 2008 first-round pick to the Thrashers for Marian 
Hossa and Dupuis 

Hossa was No. 1 on our list of pure rentals in the salary cap era after his 
incredible performance during the 2008 playoffs. Well, he left for Detroit 
and Dupuis not only stuck around but became an integral role player for 
the Penguins. He was a depth scorer for the 2009 champions, but Dupuis 
moved up the lineup and scored 80 goals over the next four seasons. He 
had 20 in 48 games in the lockout-shortened 2013 season, and finished 
seventh in the Selke Trophy voting. Injuries hindered him near the end, 
but Dupuis spent eight seasons after the trade in Pittsburgh. 

Jay Bouwmeester 

April 1, 2013 — Blues trade Reto Berra, Mark Cundari and a 2013 first-
round pick to the Flames for Bouwmeester 

At the time of the trade, Bouwmeester had played 750 NHL games 
without making the playoffs (which was the most in league history for 
anyone who hadn’t). He played in 75 postseason games for the Blues, 
including the run to a Stanley Cup in 2019. Bouwmeester spent the final 
seven seasons of his career with the Blues and averaged more than 20 
minutes per game in all of them. 

Alex Goligoski  

Feb. 21, 2011 — Stars trade James Neal and Matt Niskanen to the 
Penguins for Alex Goligoski 

Neal had a tough start with his new team after the trade, then scored 88 
goals in the next three seasons before being traded for an eventual 
Stanley Cup hero (Patric Hornqvist). Niskanen had three strong seasons 
with the Penguins before signing with the rival Capitals and winning a 
Cup in 2018. But Goligoski logged the most team with his new team. He 
spent five seasons with the Stars and played more than 23 minutes per 
night for Dallas. 

Craig Anderson  

Feb. 18, 2011 — Senators trade Brian Elliott to the Avalanche for 
Anderson 

Anderson had started for Colorado the year before in the playoffs, but 
they flipped him for Elliott, who went 2-8-1 for them in 12 games before 
moving on. Anderson spent the next nine seasons with Ottawa. He’s the 
franchise leader in games played by a goalie and wins. 

Dion Phaneuf and Matt Stajan 

Jan. 31, 2010 — Maple Leafs trade Stajan, Ian White, Jamal Mayers and 
Niklas Hagman to the Flames for Phaneuf, Keith Aulie and Fredrik 
Sjostrom 

A huge shake-up trade for both teams about five weeks ahead of the 
deadline, both Phaneuf and Stajan found new homes for a long time after 
this one. Neither team made the playoffs in 2010, but Phaneuf eventually 
became Toronto’s captain, signed a seven-year, $49 million contract … 
and was one of the more polarizing players of cap era in Toronto. Stajan 
signed two four-year contracts with the Flames after joining Calgary as a 
pending UFA in 2010. He scored double-digit goals in six straight years 
for the Maple Leafs, and then proceeded to do it just once in his eight 
years with the Flames. 

Mike Fisher  

Feb. 10, 2011 — Predators trade 2011 first-round pick and a 2012 third-
round pick to Ottawa for Fisher 

That’s four trades on this list that happened in an 11-day span in 2011. 
The trade made headlines outside hockey because Fisher is married to 
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Carrie Underwood. He spent the final seven years of his career playing 
for the Predators, including a trip to the Stanley Cup Final in 2017. Fisher 
currently has the eighth-most goals in Predators history, though Ryan 
Johansen is one behind him. 

Roberto Luongo  

March 4, 2014 — Panthers trade Jacob Markstorm and Shawn Matthias 
to the Canucks for Luongo 

Luongo cemented his Hall of Fame status with two more top-10 Vezina 
Trophy finishes in a five-plus year run after being traded back to the 
Panthers. His contract had turned his story sour in Vancouver, but 
Luongo remained one of the best goalies in the world deep into his 30s. 
Luongo had a .922 save percentage from the day after the trade through 
the end of 2017-18 (his age-38 season) — only John Gibson and Corey 
Crawford (both at .923) were better in 150-plus games during that span. 

Jeff Petry 

March 2, 2015 — Canadiens trade a 2015 second-round pick and a 2015 
fourth-round pick to the Oilers for Petry 

Petry went from being underappreciated in Edmonton to a staple of 
Montreal’s blue line for seven years. He played nearly 23 minutes per 
game during his time with the Canadiens, while earning Norris votes in 
2019 and 2021 and helping the club reach the Stanley Cup Final in 2021. 
Edmonton used the second-rounder to trade for Cam Talbot and drafted 
Caleb Jones with the fourth-round selection. 

Justin Schultz  

Feb. 27, 2016 — Penguins trade a 2016 third-round pick to the Oilers for 
Schultz 

Hey, another Oilers defenseman who left Edmonton and found more 
success elsewhere. It was immediate for Schultz, who helped the 
Penguins win the Stanley Cup in 2016 and 2017. He spent four full 
seasons with Pittsburgh, including a career-best 12 goals and 51 points 
in 2016-17. Schultz also led the Kris Letang-less defense corps with four 
goals and 13 points during the playoffs. 

Andrew Ference  

Feb. 10, 2007 — Bruins trade Wayne Primeau, Brad Stuart and a 
conditional fourth-round pick to the Flames for Ference and Chuck 
Kobasew 

Kobasew had a couple of productive seasons for the Bruins, but Ference 
became a regular on the Boston blue line for six years after this trade. 
Ference was never considered an offensive defenseman, but he had four 
goals and 10 points during Boston’s run to the 2011 championship. This 
deal worked out pretty well for Calgary too. The Flames only got the 
fourth-round selection if Stuart didn’t re-sign with the team. He didn’t, and 
the Flames selected T.J. Brodie with the pick. 

Bryce Salvador 

Feb. 26, 2008 — Devils trade Cam Janssen to the Blues for Salvador 

Salvador spent six seasons with the Devils, including the run to the 2012 
Stanley Cup Final. He was named captain in January 2013, becoming 
the third Black player in league history to wear the ‘C’ after Dirk Graham 
and Jarome Iginla. As a bonus, he’s worked for the team’s television 
broadcast after retiring and is one of the best studio analysts in the NHL. 
Janssen was always known more for his work with his fists, but he 
actually scored more goals for the Devils when he returned to the teams 
years after the trade than he did during his time in St. Louis. 
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Which NHL teams have to navigate salary cap challenges ahead of the 
trade deadline? 

 

Shayna Goldman 

 

Every team is tasked with one very key, very prominent wrinkle as they 
try to build a contender: navigating the salary cap. 

The last couple of years only made that more difficult. Flat caps and 
minimal growth didn’t do teams any favors, especially when teams 
operated with the mindset their salary cap ceiling would be increasing in 
the near future. Other teams face extra hurdles because past or current 
management just didn’t balance the books very well, and overspent in 
certain areas. 

That makes adding players at the deadline a challenge for some. Before 
we get into who may have some tough decisions ahead, let’s look at their 
options. General managers can: 

Do nothing and hope for the best 

Spend within budget, and only within budget 

Sprinkle in extra pieces in the return for salary retention 

Pay another team to join the fold as an intermediary (think the Wild’s role 
in the Ryan O’Reilly trade) 

Dump a contract via trade, whether in the deadline deal that’s causing a 
cap crunch or to another team entirely. 

Teams like the Ducks, Coyotes, and Blackhawks all can absorb cap 
space to make a deal happen. Even those outside the bottom of the 
standings, like the Senators, Red Wings, Sabres, and Wild can leverage 
their cap space. 

So which teams may find themselves in a position to cut cap in order to 
improve their team for a playoff run? Let’s dive in, with the help of an 
essential hockey resource, CapFriendly. 

Los Angeles Kings 

The Kings aren’t as up against it as other teams. As it stands, they’re 
projected to have about $3.5 million in deadline space, which is enough 
for a handful of teams to work with. But if Los Angeles wants to go big — 
and there’s reason to think management might — then they need a little 
more cap flexibility. It’s easy to point to what they may want to shed 
themselves of, if salary retention doesn’t cut it: Cal Petersen’s $5 million 
cap hit they’re only burying a portion of by putting them in the minors. Will 
there be any takers? Probably not without some sort of sweetener. 

New York Rangers 

The Rangers have made a couple of moves and may be done. But if 
management wants to tweak this roster a little further — maybe to 
improve the right wing position even further — it may require moving cap 
space out. The answer could be as simple as flipping someone of equal 
salary or sending someone to the minors to clear up a little bit more. But 
if this team wants a more impactful trade, then it may require some 
creativity because there’s less than $1 million in deadline cap space to 
work with. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

All of that applies to the Maple Leafs as well, who already made their Big 
Move of deadline season by adding Ryan O’Reilly (which required salary 
retention from both the Blues and a third party in Minnesota). Toronto 
has more deadline space than New York (about $4.4 million), so they 
could be in fine enough shape as is. But if they look to add anything 
significant on defense, back in net, or both, then maybe they need their 
trading partner, at minimum, to retain some salary. 

Dallas Stars 
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The Stars have one of the best, and most cost-effective, cores to work 
with. It’s the foundation any contending team should want to work with, 
and a prime reason why they’re projected to finish first in the Central 
Division. But lower in their lineup, there are a couple of adjustments that 
could solidify their standing. 

Depending on who they narrow in on, it’s possible Dallas needs a bit of 
help financially to make it all work. There are long-term considerations to 
make for anyone who isn’t a rental — while Joe Pavelski’s average 
annual value decreases next year, Roope Hintz will see his rise. But 
even for a rental, there may be a little extra work to get done. Per 
CapFriendly, the Stars project to have $707,938 in cap space with a full 
23-man roster. Any player they could possibly want will cost more than 
that — league minimum is more than it. So whether they look at a Travis 
Konency-type to Patrick Kane, as The Athletic’s Saad Yousuf outlined, 
management has to make a corresponding move. 

Their options include asking the team they’re working with to retain a 
chunk, getting a third club involved, or trying to shed some space 
themselves. The Stars’ most likely casualty would be Anton Khudobin’s 
expiring $2.2 million cap hit if another team would be willing to take that 
on for a cost. Or, maybe if a forward is acquired, that’s what ends Denis 
Gurianov’s time in Dallas, to get rid of his $2.9 million hit. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

The Penguins need to figure out a path forward. Since they have Sidney 
Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, and Kris Letang together for a finite amount of 
time, do they try to maximize each and every season? Or is there a 
certain point where management steps back and reassesses for the 
years ahead? 

If Pittsburgh does want to better their chances this year, then they’re 
going to have to bolster their bottom six and maybe their goaltending 
situation (even with a healthy Tristian Jarry). The problem is that they 
have little cap space to make it happen, especially this year. CapFriendly 
projects just $1.2 million as things stand. The Penguins aren’t tied to 
rentals — they open up salary after Jason Zucker’s, Brian Dumoulin’s, 
and a few others’ contracts expire. But they still have to navigate the rest 
of 2022-23. If salary retention isn’t enough, maybe Kasperi Kapanen 
becomes a cap casualty to make it all work. 

Edmonton Oilers 

The Oilers have little cap room to work with at the deadline (less than a 
minimum salary player, now that Kailer Yamamoto’s been activated), but 
that may not stop management from finding ways to improve their 
defense. Do they go with a more measured and cautious approach or 
really spice it up with a big name? Even if they look to a Joel 
Edmundson, Vladislav Gavrikov, or Mattias Ekholm, they’d have to find 
some space to make it all work. The question is whether it would be 
worth it considering their caliber play. 

On a grander scale, Jakob Chychrun and Erik Karlsson would make all 
the sense in the world skill-wise, if only they could make the cap picture 
work. Chychrun wouldn’t be easy, and Karlsson would be on another 
level, entirely — two teams retaining salary, and maybe another salary 
cap dump to go with it. Moving Jesse Puljujarvi’s cap hit is probably also 
on the docket, so that’s some savings. But depending on how they 
proceed, it may not be enough. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The Lightning are looking to make four straight trips to the Stanley Cup 
Final, with better results than last year. Tampa Bay is in pretty good 
shape as it is, checking off almost every element on the Contender 
checklist. But management already knows what this team’s path looks 
like moving forward — likely Toronto, who made additions already, then 
Boston. That may push them to adjust accordingly. The Lightning’s 
management can never be fully counted, but this team seems fit for more 
low-key depth moves at forward and on defense, with some salary 
retention to make it all click since they only project to have $719,967 in 
space. They’ve had to make cap dumps already over the summer which 

weakened the roster and they probably don’t want to shed any other 
contracts until the offseason. 

Boston Bruins 

The Bruins are the gold standard as it is but may want to ensure they 
capitalize on such a special regular season when it counts the most. 
Between some increased costs from the last year, like the Hampus 
Lindholm contract, and most recently Jake DeBrusk coming off LTIR, 
Boston doesn’t have the most cap space — they only project to have $1 
million to spend. Unless they find someone with a very minimal salary, 
they’ll need some help — even for someone as inexpensive as Ivan 
Barbashev who makes just $2.25 million. While the Bruins don’t appear 
to have anyone they could use as collateral to clear salary, using a draft 
pick to save on cap space may be the path management has to take. 
The only consideration is that they’re without their next two second-
rounders, but have the rest of their picks over the next three years. 

Florida Panthers 

With a win over the Ducks in overtime on Monday, the Panthers moved 
back into a wild-card spot. Now, they have to maintain it. If they do, 
there’s still a whole playoff run to get through — whether the team has to 
match up against Boston first or a Metropolitan team. Either way, it’s not 
going to get any easier for Florida. That leaves management with the 
task of fixing this flawed roster. Technically, the Panthers have a lot of 
the Cup checklist figured out. It’s the supporting cast that’s taken such a 
hit over the last year. Forward depth wouldn’t hurt but could be solved 
with the return of Anthony Duclair in the coming days. The real area of 
need is the blue line that’s been reeling since MacKenzie Weegar was 
traded and not properly replaced. 

How the team makes this happen is the big question; they don’t have 
much salary flexibility (and will have even less when Duclair’s back). 
They have very few assets to work with on top of that; just acquiring a 
player will be a challenge, let alone paying another team to retain salary. 
The bright side for the Panthers is that they’ll get some financial relief 
after this season when a few contracts expire, and there’s less dead cap 
on the books. But that doesn’t help them if the idea is to make a run this 
year. 
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NHL trade deadline deep dive: Analyzing the five biggest names on the 
market 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn 

 

The trade deadline is fast approaching and it’s time to analyze what’s out 
there. 

As always the trade market has a variety of different options from 
difference-makers to depth pieces that can put a team over the top or 
plug some much-needed holes. There’s something for everyone and I 
wanted to explore the most intriguing names available and analyze what 
to expect from them. 

With an analytical slant, I took a deep dive into three categories of 
players: the biggest names, the under-the-radar types and of course the 
red flags. 

This post focuses on the biggest names, the most coveted players at the 
top of the trade board list who will make the biggest difference to their 
future team’s bottom line — and cost the most. 

Here are the five biggest names available at this year’s trade deadline 
and what to expect out of each of them. 
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Timo Meier 

This year’s belle of the ball is Timo Meier, an elite scoring winger that can 
drive play at both ends of the ice in a big role. That’s not easy to find and 
the bonus is he’s not a pure rental either — he’s an RFA this summer. 
Meier’s $10 million qualifying offer puts a bit of a wrench in that, but he’s 
worth the cost. He’s currently that level of player for San Jose and on an 
eight-year extension Meier’s value according to the model is $9.6 million. 

With Meier, teams are getting a guy who creates chances at an elite rate 
and puts the puck in on the power play. At five-on-five he’s not quite a 
sniper with a shooting percentage below 10 percent in each of the last 
three years, but he makes up for it with his volume of chances. Meier has 
scored over one goal-per-60 in four of the last five years. In that stretch, 
he ranks 26th in goals-per-60 at 1.07 and fifth in expected goals-per-60 
at 1.09. If that finishing talent shoots up paired with a better passer, 
Meier could become one of the league’s most dangerous scorers. On the 
power play he’s already there over the last two seasons scoring 4.1 
goals-per-60 with the man advantage, second in the league to only Leon 
Draisaitl. 

What makes Meier especially tantalizing is that he’s not just a scorer — 
he drives play. Meier has had a positive impact on expected goals in 
every season of his career and ranks 14th among forwards over the last 
five years. His impact on actual goals is nearly identical (though doesn’t 
rank as high). That all comes by way of his offence where the Sharks live 
in the offensive zone much more with Meier on the ice. 

Meier is projected to be worth three wins going forward and it’s not often 
there’s a player of that caliber available at the deadline. The last time 
might have been in 2018-19 with Mark Stone, a player who completely 
changed Vegas’s outlook at the time … and going forward. Meier is not 
quite at Stone’s level, but he can be Stone-esque in terms of his 
offensive impact on the game. In the three years prior to being traded, 
the two had a similar scoring rate in all situations and the ability to drive 
expected goals for. Just don’t expect Selke-level defense.  

Adding Meier would be a big deal for a team’s top six. It’s the kind of 
addition that can bump a team up a tier or two in the league’s hierarchy. 
With how much parity there is at the top of the league, it’s a move that 
can make a huge difference in a team’s Cup odds. 

Erik Karlsson 

It’s unlikely that Erik Karlsson gets traded — which is why he didn’t make 
our trade board list at all. But the fact that his name is out there means 
he can’t be ignored with the resurgent season he’s having. 

Karlsson has been worth 3.7 wins this season already in just 56 games. 
That ranks fifth in the entire league. There was a time earlier in the 
season when his value was strictly based on his lofty production, but the 
tides have turned on that since the new year. Since January 1 he leads 
the league in Game Score by a lot with an average of 2.53. No other 
defenseman has been even close. 

Not only does Karlsson still have it, but he’s also showing that his it-factor 
has a whole new level. In a hall-of-fame career, he’s posting his most 
dominant season to date at age 32. He’s never been better and that’s 
saying a lot. 

He is a franchise-altering player who is playing at an MVP level and if his 
name is out there at all, teams without a true number-one defenseman 
should be scrambling to find a way to acquire him. His on-ice play is 
worth the cost. 

The elephant in the room is of course his contract. Karlsson has been 
well worth his deal this season, but there’s risk with four years left. 
There’s a reason he was on last summer’s “worst contracts list” and that 
can’t be ignored. 

But the math on that has changed since. It’s not fair to expect Karlsson to 
continue pacing at 5.4 wins, but he should still be a roughly three-win 
defenseman going forward. That may be a conservative estimate, but it’s 

around the level he was at last season and three years ago — this 
season (good) and 2020-21 (bad) are the likely outliers.  

Still, three wins is enough to project Karlsson to be a top-five 
defenseman, one worth just under $10 million per season over the next 
four years. That’s not hugely onerous. With the right amount of salary 
retention, Karlsson can still be a positive value contract. The Sharks 
reported ask featured the team retaining 18 percent which would push 
Karlsson’s deal to $9.5 million — right in line with his expected value. 

This is what Karlsson’s projected value looks like going forward. 

That’s the right ballpark given his current projections and the Sharks 
should stand firm on that. Retaining anything close to 50 percent isn’t 
necessary with how he’s playing unless the return is massive. 

A Karlsson deal would be a massive blockbuster that would shake up the 
contending landscape. It’s not impossible, but it would force teams to get 
creative to make it work. He’s worth the cost and the extra effort required 
to make it happen. 

Let’s start praying for it now — we all deserve another round of Playoff 
Karlsson. 

Jakob Chychrun 

The Jakob Chychrun saga looks like it’s finally coming to an end and his 
value has never been higher. It’s not just the blistering shot or the strong 
point totals that make Chychrun such an attractive piece, it’s his ability to 
drive play at both ends of the ice. He’s been a true difference-maker in 
Arizona’s lineup this season. 

That wasn’t the case last year where Chychrun regressed across the 
board, but this season the 24-year-old is proving it was just a blip on a 
bad team. He’s the real deal and a true number-one option. He’s the kind 
of player that can change a team’s makeup dramatically on the backend 
and that’s worth paying for. 

In tough minutes on a bad team, Chychrun has been pretty sensational 
this season. He’s the only Coyotes defender with a positive share of the 
goals at 58 percent and his 49 percent expected goals share is second 
among defensemen. Relative to teammates he makes a huge impact 
with Arizona’s goal differential per 60 jumping by 1.31 with him on the ice 
while its expected goal differential jumps up by 0.5. Both rank in the 
league’s top 10 this season. 

Digging deeper, Chychrun is very strong with the puck on his stick. 
According to data tracked by Corey Sznajder, he creates a lot of offense 
with his shot contributions, is one of the league’s strongest defenders at 
leading the rush, and is terrific at breaking the puck out. There are some 
questions about his play without the puck, but Chychrun is excellent at 
limiting scoring chances off the rush and defending the blue line.  

Chychrun does it all and it’s no surprise his on-ice numbers are so strong 
for the Coyotes this season. He’s an all-around force with tremendous 
offensive upside, one that is projected to bring 2.5 wins of value to his 
next team. That’s an incredibly impactful addition. 

Patrick Kane 

There’s two versions of Patrick Kane and it’s probably fair to say that 
whatever team is trading for his services isn’t going to get either. 

There’s the version from last season and the past few seasons before 
that. Kane was a 95-to-100-point scorer — a player with real defensive 
flaws, but one who made up for it with his innate ability with the puck. 
Kane was no longer a franchise centrepiece on a contender, but he was 
a dynamic difference-maker on offense. A true game-breaker. That held 
real value regardless of his off-puck game. Kane was a player worth 
around three wins, defense be damned. 

Then there’s this year’s version, a player mired in injury troubles that is 
drowning on one of the league’s worst teams. In 51 games Kane has just 
11 goals and 37 points and his play with the puck hasn’t been the same. 
Kane usually grades out as one of the league’s best passers, puck-
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carriers, and rush specialists — but he’s seen big drops compared to last 
year across the board. His already questionable defensive game has 
also fallen even further off the map. Only four forwards have been on the 
ice for more chances against than Kane. With his offense lacking its 
usual punch, Kane has seen his expected and actual goal difference 
drop below 40 percent. That’s not a game-breaker, that’s a game-ruiner. 
Chicago hasn’t been one of the worst teams in spite of Kane, but partly 
because of him. This year Kane has been a below-replacement-level 
player. 

Kane is not what he used to be, but he also isn’t what he’s been under 
disastrous circumstances. Figuring out a middle ground is where things 
get tricky and any prospective team better be really sure about what that 
middle ground is — and whether it’s worth the likely exorbitant cost. 

Assuming good health (which is not a perfect assumption in Kane’s case 
given his hip issues), it feels likely that Kane’s game would be 
rejuvenated in a new locale. In a different environment with some 
offensive weapons, some defensive help, and some reason to give a 
crap, it would be foolish to believe Kane’s on-ice value would still be 
negative. On a better team, Kane would have more room to breathe and 
create. But given his performance this year it’s still a hefty gamble 
despite his reputation as one of the league’s brightest stars. There’s 
good reason for apprehension.  

Tyler Bertuzzi 

Going from Timo Meier, Patrick Kane, Erik Karlsson and Jakob Chychrun 
to Tyler Bertuzzi is … a bit of a downgrade in the buzz department. The 
Red Wings winger is not nearly as sexy a name as the former four, but 
we needed a replacement after Friday night’s big Ryan O’Reilly trade and 
this year’s trade board is a bit short on big names. 

Bertuzzi — like Kane and O’Reilly — is having a very off year relative to 
his usual standards, but his priors suggest he has a lot more to offer for a 
prospective team. He only has 11 points in 23 games this season, but 
he’s coming off a season where he scored 62 points in 68 games. That 
still carries weight, especially given how unlucky he’s been at earning 
points when he’s on the ice. Last year Bertuzzi earned a point on 71 
percent of the goals he was on the ice for at five-on-five. This year that’s 
down to 46 percent. That he’s personally scoring on only 5.7 percent of 
his shots is also not something that should continue going forward. 

The weaker production should fix itself and get back up to top-six levels, 
but on top of that, Bertuzzi is also a useful play-driving winger. His impact 
on expected goals has always been positive and though he’s struggling 
to score this year, he’s at a career-high in relative expected goal impact. 
The Red Wings have been a much better team with Bertuzzi on the ice 
— the results will eventually come. Whichever team loses out on Meier 
could get an okay consolation prize in Bertuzzi. 

Data via Evolving Hockey, All Three Zones, Natural Stat Trick and NHL. 
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Latest news, deals, grades and what we’re hearing 

 

The Athletic NHL Staff 

 

Who broke the news to Martin Kaut 

Martin Kaut said that noted NHL insider Tomas Hertl was the person who 
broke the news of his trade to San Jose to him. He called before either of 
the GMs did. 

Kaut said he had asked for a trade “probably five times” during his time in 
Colorado before it finally happened. 

When the Blues dealt Vladimir Tarasenko to the New York Rangers on 
Feb. 9, general manager Doug Armstrong acknowledged he made the 
move three weeks before the deadline, in part, because of the risk of 
injury. That could be the case, too, with Ryan O’Reilly, who is coming off 
a broken foot that caused him to miss about six weeks. 

But the timing of the deal with Toronto is curious for the fact that the 
Blues are riding a three-game winning streak heading into Saturday’s 
game against Colorado. What if they were to beat the Avalanche for a 
fourth straight victory? 

While Armstrong isn’t one to worry much about what others think of his 
plans, or how he executes them, would another win or two cause any 
criticism about further dismantling a team on a hot streak? 

The GM, some believe, has had a plan for some time about which 
direction he wanted to go with the roster in the wake of what Armstrong 
himself called the most disappointing regular season of his managing 
career. That plan included trading O’Reilly before the deadline, even 
though the two sides had discussions recently on a possible contract 
extension. 

You could say that Tyler Motte was never off the Rangers’ radar. Now, 
he’s back in their uniform. 

The Rangers brought the 27-year-old Motte back for a second straight 
trade deadline, sending Julien Gauthier and a conditional 2023 seventh-
round pick to the Senators for a player the Rangers didn’t want to let go 
after last season’s playoff run. Motte played 15 playoff games in a fourth-
line role, had two goals and generally added the sort of playoff grit-and-
jam that the team needed for its trip to the Eastern Conference final and 
will need again now. 

Chris Drury, as he did with the Vladimir Tarasenko/Niko Mikkola trade, 
managed to include a roster player going back the other way to the Sens 
to not just lessen the salary-cap impact of another deadline rental, but 
also leave himself room to make another move if the Rangers GM so 
desires. And he may indeed desire to do just that before March 3. 

Could the Leafs get more help from the NCAA ranks? 

Text from an NHL scout about the Leafs' deadline: "I do believe Matthew 
Knies could still help this team in the playoffs as well." 

Knies, a sophomore at the University of Minnesota, is one of the top 
forwards in college, with 20 goals and 16 assists in 32 games. Toronto 
drafted him 57th in the 2021 NHL Draft. 

What effect will the early movement have on the deadline? 

Believe it or not, there are bright sides to so many players (and 
potentially more) moving this early. For one, it'll give GMs more time to sit 
around and dream up ways to overpay for marginal improvements. Some 
bigger moves might even shake loose. 

If nothing else, we'll have to get creative about the names that come up 
on the rumor mill, because the obvious ones are already disappearing. 
Take J.T. Miller, for example. Would some team would want to add him 
before his $8 million AAV extension even begins? How low would the 
return price have to be? Maybe we'll find out. Sportsnet's Elliotte 
Friedman said on Saturday that Vancouver is getting calls. 

Sean Gentille· 

Senior Writer, NHL 

February 20, 2023 at 1:41 PM EST 

Patrick Kane delivers ‘vintage’ performance as trade deadline looms 

CHICAGO — Patrick Kane may not want to accept or admit it, but 
everything he does on the ice and says off the ice carries additional 
context these days. 

For example, Kane scored two goals on Friday and came back with three 
more on Sunday, his first consecutive multi-goal games since the 2018-
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19 season. It sure felt like someone who was out to prove to doubters 
that his hip was just fine and he could still reach that elite level when he 
was motivated. 

It also felt like Kane is understanding his days playing at the United 
Center wearing a Blackhawks uniform could be expiring. Sunday’s game 
against the Toronto Maple Leafs was the first of three home games 
remaining before the trade deadline. There is no guarantee Kane won’t 
be dealt before the last of those games on March 3 if he opts to waive his 
no-movement clause. 

Kane dismissed the additional context of Sunday’s game, but it would be 
strange if all that wasn’t on his mind. What he decides to do in the 
coming weeks is largely the story in the NHL right now. If you just look 
around The Athletic, you can find plenty of Kane-centric trade deadline 
stories. 

“Well, I mean not really thinking about anything other than just playing 
the game,” Kane said. “Always fun to play against Toronto. I mean 
they’ve got some great players. They’re a great team. Original Six 
matchup, so I know there’s a lot of history there between the Blackhawks 
and Maple Leafs.” 

Injuries complicate Canadiens' top trade candidates 

After skating with the team in a non-contact sweater in Raleigh last 
Thursday and in Toronto on Saturday morning, Sean Monahan was 
absent from Canadiens practice Monday morning. Coach Martin St. 
Louis said Saturday that Monahan had “plateaued” in his recovery, but 
this looks more like a setback than a plateau. With Bo Horvat and Ryan 
O’Reilly off the board and Jonathan Toews’ announcement that he is 
stepping away from the game to deal with long COVID-19 symptoms, 
Monahan is one of the top available centres on the trade block. But this 
latest setback makes it that much less likely Canadiens general manager 
Kent Hughes — who is open to the idea of re-signing Monahan for a year 
— will be able to trade him by March 3. 

The Canadiens’ other main trade candidate, Joel Edmundson, has been 
officially day to day with an upper-body injury since Jan. 26. He skated 
on his own after the group on Monday, but there is no clarity on a 
timeline for his return to the lineup from the club. Edmundson has had 
back issues all season, so he, too, represents a significant health risk for 
any team looking to add a rugged, playoff-proven left defenseman signed 
for one more year after this one at $3.5 million. The Canadiens don’t 
have to trade him, but they would have liked to have at least seen what 
the market for him would be. It’s looking unlikely they’ll be able to 
properly gauge his value as well. 

Devils might hold the key to the trade deadline 

All eyes are on the Devils right now leading into the trade deadline. They 
are the contender with by far the most prospect capital to play with to 
make moves. Recent top-10 pick Alexander Holtz was just sent down to 
the AHL. 

Latest on the Wild 

There were 13 scouts at Sunday’s Wild-Predators game, including a late 
add, Detroit assistant general manager Shawn Horcoff. The Wild have 
expressed interest in pending free agent Tyler Bertuzzi, so his rare visit 
to Minnesota was notable. One player it’s believed the Wild have been 
shopping is Jordan Greenway, who has two years left on his contract at 
$3 million. 

Tristan Jarry returns to the Penguins lineup 

As we reported earlier, the Penguins haven’t been engaged in any trade 
talks involving adding a goalie. Now we know why: Tristan Jarry, who has 
missed the last nine games with a lower-body injury, will play against the 
Islanders in Pittsburgh on Monday. 

Rob Rossi· 

Senior Writer, Penguins 

Mike Sullivan says Tristan Jarry will start for Penguins against Islanders 
on Monday. 

— Rob Rossi (@Real_RobRossi) February 20, 2023 

February 20, 2023 at 11:00 AM EST 

Blackhawks’ Jonathan Toews still dealing with long COVID symptoms; 
GM calls trade deadline ‘secondary’ 

Chicago Blackhawks captain Jonathan Toews is still dealing with long 
COVID symptoms and Chronic Immune Response Syndrome, he said in 
a statement Sunday. Here’s what you need to know: 

Toews last played on Jan. 28 against Edmonton before taking a break to 
focus on his health. He’s tallied 14 goals and 14 assists in 46 games this 
season. 

The 34-year-old missed the entire 2020-21 season while dealing with 
Chronic Immune Response Syndrome, an unspecific diagnosis from his 
doctors for the ailment that left him feeling drained and lethargic. 

Blackhawks general manager Kyle Davidson told reporters Sunday that 
the trade deadline is “secondary” and he hopes Toews can return this 
season. Davidson’s comments follow speculation that Toews and right 
winger Patrick Kane could be traded by the NHL’s March 3 trade 
deadline. 

Mark Lazerus· 

Toews still dealing with long COVID symptoms 

February 20, 2023 at 9:50 AM EST 

What the Ryan O’Reilly trade reveals about how the Canadiens can 
approach the trade deadline 

TORONTO — The most consequential news that came out of Saturday 
came long before the Canadiens lost 5-1 to the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

Sean Monahan took part in the Canadiens’ morning skate with a non-
contact sweater, just as he did Thursday in Raleigh. The Canadiens had 
Friday off in Toronto, so that meant Monahan was on the ice for two 
consecutive skates, which could be viewed as a positive. 

Martin St. Louis has made it almost a point of pride this season not to 
comment on injuries, his stock answer being “I don’t know.” He said the 
same thing Saturday morning when asked about Monahan’s progress, 
but then he slipped up a little bit. 

“I don’t know, he’s kind of plateaued,” he said. “We’ll just see what next 
week brings.” 

If Monahan has plateaued, then the chances of him practicing fully with 
the team Monday in Brossard or playing Tuesday in New Jersey seem 
rather slim. And if he doesn’t play in New Jersey, then the chances of the 
Canadiens getting a proper return for his services prior to the March 3 
trade deadline seem rather slim as well, because that would leave a 
maximum of only four games for him to prove himself to anyone 
interested in trading for him to be reassured he will be able to stay in the 
lineup and perform. 

The Canadiens were obviously not the story here Saturday. The Maple 
Leafs spending a boatload of assets to acquire centres Ryan O’Reilly 
and Noel Acciari was the story. But that trade did give us some 
information on the Canadiens’ position as it pertains to the trade 
deadline, and Monahan is at the heart of all of it in a few different ways. 

Read the full story here. 

Arpon Basu 

Arpon Basu· 

Senior Writer, NHL 

How the Ryan O’Reilly trade reveals a little about how the Canadiens can 
approach the deadline 
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GO FURTHER 

How the Ryan O’Reilly trade reveals a little about how the Canadiens can 
approach the deadline 

February 20, 2023 at 8:57 AM EST 

Will the Penguins look for a goaltender? 

The Penguins were not engaged in any serious talks to add a goaltender 
over the weekend, despite starter Tristan Jarry missing his eighth and 
ninth consecutive games — both losses. Jarry has played in only three 
games since Jan. 2, though he has been practicing. 

Coach Mike Sullivan said Saturday that Jarry has been seen by multiple 
doctors, including outside consultants. 

Ron Hextall must decide whether Penguins' season is worth saving 

February 20, 2023 at 8:08 AM EST 

What rival execs are saying about the Maple Leafs’ all-in move for Ryan 
O’Reilly 

What did others around the league think of the Maple Leafs' move for 
Ryan O'Reilly? Just last week, I reached out to rival front-office 
executives, asking them what they would do at the deadline if they were 
in general manager Kyle Dubas’ shoes. A few of them mentioned 
O’Reilly specifically as a target. 

I figured it was only fair then to go back to some of those executives, plus 
a few new ones, to get their takes on how it went down, the cost and 
what could come next. Here’s what they had to say. 

Pierre LeBrun 

Senior Writer, NHL 

LeBrun: What rival execs are saying about the Maple Leafs' all-in move 
for Ryan O'Reilly 

GO FURTHER 

LeBrun: What rival execs are saying about the Maple Leafs' all-in move 
for Ryan O'Reilly 

February 20, 2023 at 8:06 AM EST 

Two weeks until the trade deadline. Who's left? 

Any team looking for a top-nine center at the deadline was going to be in 
for a challenge — and it just got tougher. Coming out of the weekend, 
Ryan O'Reilly is a Maple Leaf and Jonathan Toews is off the board. So, 
who's left down the middle? 

Adam Henrique. He's a versatile piece with solid production (19G, 14A) 
with the Ducks this season, with play-driving numbers that'll look a whole 
lot better when he's on a different team. He's 33 now, with one year left 
at $5.825 million, but you might not see a better player change hands. 

Sean Monahan. He's been hurt for a chunk and makes more than $6.3 
million, but Monahan was a pleasant surprise for the Canadiens when he 
was in the lineup (17 points in 25 games). If they're willing to foot the full 
50 percent on his cap hit, he'd be viable. Also, he recently returned to 
practice. 

Sam Lafferty and Max Domi. Here we've got a pair of Blackhawks. 
Lafferty has a year left at $1.15 million. For a contender, he'd be a 
playable bottom-six option with speed and some newfound offensive pop. 
Domi (15G, 27A) is having his most productive season since 2018-19 
with Montreal. His defensive game is still suspect, but in purely offensive 
terms, he's intriguing. 

Sean Gentille 

Senior Writer, NHL 

February 20, 2023 at 8:04 AM EST 

Buyer/seller 3.0: Where all 32 teams stand 2 weeks ahead of the trade 
deadline 

The NHL trade deadline is less than two weeks away, and it’s time for 
teams to make the call: buy or sell? 

For some, the moves are already flying or the decision is a formality and 
the trades a matter of time. For others, every win, loss and injury on the 
way to March 3 will be a factor. 

Which teams fall in which category? To survey the field, The Athletic 
asked the writers who know each of the NHL’s 32 teams best two 
questions: 1) How confident are you in the team’s playoff chances? And 
2) Will the team be a buyer or a seller at the deadline? 

Here’s what they said. 

The Athletic NHL Staff 

NHL playoff tiers and buyer/seller 3.0: Where all 32 teams stand two 
weeks ahead of the trade deadline 

GO FURTHER 

NHL playoff tiers and buyer/seller 3.0: Where all 32 teams stand two 
weeks ahead of the trade deadline 

The Athletic LOADED: 02.21.2023 
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Sportsnet.ca / Same old Flames: Familiar letdown game leaves Calgary 
demoralized once again 

 

Eric Francis 

 

CALGARY – Stop me if you’ve heard this before. 

The Calgary Flames followed up an emotional win with a one-goal loss to 
(insert name of bottom-feeding team), turning (insert name of unknown 
goalie) into a star despite outshooting them (insert meaningless stat) 
before (insert name of budding young player) scored the game winner. 

Chris Tanev referred to it as the “one-game-we’re good, one-game-we-
suck,” pattern. 

The locals (and agent Allen Walsh) refer to their hamster-wheel approach 
as the definition of insanity. 

Rinse and repeat. 

Over and over. 

Following Saturday’s win over the Rangers, Monday’s Family Day 
matinee saw Philadelphia fill in the predictable blanks, using Samuel 
Ersson in net, who made 33 saves before Wade Allison snapped a 3-3 
tie with nine minutes remaining. 

van Riemsdyk's pass sneaks through Flames' Zadorov, finds Allison to 
give Flyers late lead 

Oh sure, the Flames broke their normal routine by scoring twice in the 
third, threatening to pull off their first final-period comeback victory in 15 
attempts. 

However, in the end, it was the same old. 

If it feels like the Flames save their worst hockey for the NHL’s worst 
teams, you might be comforted in knowing you’re not wrong. 

Against teams currently sitting outside the playoffs, the Flames have 
stumbled to an 11-11-6 record. 
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That’s 17 losses against bottom feeders – the type of games that are 
considered baseline wins if you are to make the playoffs. 

“We’re not helping ourselves,” groused Mikael Backlund, whose second-
period goal got the Flames within one, extending his points streak to 
seven games. 

“It’s hard to play these guys too. No team is easy in this league – it’s the 
best league in the world. 

“I’ve been in the position where you’re way out of the playoffs and most 
of those teams are young teams with guys who want to prove themselves 
in the league or get new deals. 

“If you give them some life, they’re hanging around. 

“That’s been our issue. We haven’t put our foot on the gas and taken 
over games and pushed them out of games. 

“It’s making it hard on ourselves.” 

Of their last six losses, four came against goalies with names like Jaxson 
Stauber, Mads Sogaard, Magnus Hellberg and, on Monday, Ersson. 

The 23-year-old fifth rounder did well to put his 172-pound frame in front 
of plenty of high-quality Flames chances to run his career-opening win 
streak to six games. 

There was a timely post aiding his cause late in the proceedings, as well 
as a few that rattled off the fifth-rounder’s torso almost by accident. 

“Yeah, he made some pretty big saves there,” said Andrew Mangiapane, 
who tied the game with 11 minutes left.  

“I don’t know, I kinda feel like it’s happening a little too much now and 
we’ve got to put the onus on ourselves.” 

No question. 

Thing is, offensively isn’t where the Flames felt challenged Monday - it 
was in their own zone, where coverage was an issue on all four finishes. 

Jacob Markstrom had little chance on the first three, with the game-
winner being a finish in-tight everyone in red would like to have back. 

With morale on the wane, inside and outside the dressing room, it’s 
getting harder and harder to believe this Flames club is capable of 
piecing together the type of run required to stay in this playoff race. 

Flames' locker room demoralized by same old script after another 
disappointing loss 

Their longest win streak of the year has been three games. 

It’s been almost a month since they’ve won a measly back-to-back. 

“I think it just comes down to us being consistent,” said Noah Hanifin. 

“At this time of year, no matter who we are playing – top team or bottom 
team – we’ve got to worry about Flames hockey and play consistently. 

“We can’t let our game dip at all. The rest of the year we’re going to have 
to tighten that up, obviously.” 

It could get worse, as the Flames now set out for a three-game roadie 
starting in Tempe, Arizona to play a top contender for the Connor Bedard 
contestant, followed by a game 24 hours later in Vegas where the 
Flames have never, ever won. 

After that, the defending champs. 

And they’ll likely make the journey without Michael Stone, who was seen 
sporting a boot and crutches as he hobbled into the Dome Monday. 

Limping along – something these Flames know all about. 

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.21.2023 
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Sportsnet.ca / Hellebuyck wills Jets to victory with 50-save, virtuoso 
performance vs. Rangers 

 

Ken Wiebe | February 20, 2023, 11:42 PM 

 

NEW YORK - There are formulas, numbers and plenty of other important 
evidence that suggest it’s a bad idea - under most circumstances - for the 
starting goalie to start on consecutive days. 

A growing number of coaches are leaning on that data and leaning on 
the backup more often, but this was one of those nights when the 
Winnipeg Jets felt it was best to ride the No. 1 guy. 

First and foremost, Connor Hellebuyck didn’t have an overly taxing night 
on Sunday against the New Jersey Devils and secondly, the commute 
from Newark, New Jersey to Manhattan is pretty easy compared to most 
other situations when a flight is involved. 

When you consider the Jets had lost consecutive games and needed a 
lift, it was no surprise that head coach Rick Bowness decided to go with 
No. 37 between the pipes in Monday’s game against the New York 
Rangers. 

Hellebuyck did his part with a virtuoso performance, finishing with a 
season-high 50 saves as he essentially willed the Jets to a 4-1 victory. 

“I understand it’s a long season and you have to use everyone and you 
want your back-up goaltender in a rhythm,” said Hellebuyck, who 
improved to 26-16-1. “I always feel better in the second half, and I had 
some rest, so it was a perfect storm.” 

Hellebuyck was big and boring throughout the contest, making several 
key saves early to help the Jets jump out to a lead. 

By the time the final buzzer had sounded, Hellebuyck had also turned 
aside 29 of the 30 shots he faced from the slot (and 19 high-danger 
chances, according to NaturalStatTrick as the Jets handed the Rangers 
their first regulation loss in the past 11 games (8-1-2). 

“He was incredible,” said Jets defenceman Josh Morrissey. “They’ve got 
a really potent offence and a lot of high end skill. They’re aggressive 
offensively. He was unbelievable and looked so solid in there. I didn’t 
think anything was going to beat him clean. 

“It was impressive. Everything was sticking to him. I thought we did a 
good job battling in front to let him see the puck. When he sees it, he’s 
going to stop it. That’s a pretty special performance. He was insane 
tonight, like he’s been all year.” 

When Hellebuyck is locked in the way he was on Monday, he looks like 
the kind of guy that can put a team on his back - though that’s not 
something the Jets want to rely on. 

“He makes tough saves look easy,” said Dubois. “Sometimes, when 
you're in the stands, you're looking like, 'Oh, that wasn't that great of a 
great of a shot or that wasn't that great of a pass or whatever.' And it 
was. He just reads them so well that it was an easy save. 

“He doesn't have to reach out and make a spectacular save, it's just a 
routine save for him. He was great for us tonight. I mean, great could be 
an understatement. It is an understatement. A lot of goalies in this league 
would have been behind a lot. It gives us a lot of confidence to have him 
back there for us." 

The Jets improved to 35-21-1 on the season and pulled within one point 
of the Dallas Stars in the chase for top spot in the Central Division and 
moved six points up on the Colorado Avalanche. 

As for the Jets offence, you can call this an opportunistic output, as Mark 
Scheifele (two goals), Kyle Connor (one goal, two assists) and Pierre-Luc 
Dubois (one power-play goal) took care of the scoring. 
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“They came through when we needed them most. They certainly did,” 
said Jets head coach Rick Bowness. “We talked about it earlier today. 
We had to crank up our intensity. We had to start working a lot harder. 
The guys responded.” 

Jets defenceman Josh Morrissey made his way into the record books by 
assisting on the power play marker for Dubois, which gave him 57 points 
in 57 games to move past Dustin Byfuglien for the franchise mark for 
single-season points by a defenceman. 

“It means a lot. It’s something that you’re kind of aware of the last couple 
weeks,” said Morrissey. “I’m more worried about how we’re doing as a 
team and how we’re playing. But when you remove that and look at it, 
especially considering the relationship I had with Buff and him being my 
first partner when I came into the league. 

“I credit a lot of the confidence I had early in my career to playing with 
(Byfuglien) and his attitude. It definitely means a lot to me and it’s a 
function of opportunity and us having a great team and great players that 
make my job easy. Just have to get them the puck and good things 
happen.” 

Morrissey chuckled when asked about being given an assist on two prior 
occasions that were eventually changed by the official scorers - first on 
Wednesday in the game against the Columbus Blue Jackets and then 
again on Sunday against the Devils. 

“Yeah, I mean once the one went in, I was kind of like ‘is there any way 
that was offside or goalie interference or whatever.’ You never know,” 
said Morrissey. “Both times, it got announced but I knew it wasn’t a true 
point. Most importantly, just trying to win hockey games and get back on 
the winning side of things.” 

Prior to the game, Bowness announced that Cole Perfetti had suffered an 
undisclosed upper-body injury and he was intentionally vague when 
asked for specifics about the nature of the ailment the forward is dealing 
with - or how long it could keep him sidelined. 

Whether it was a question about whether or not the injury was related to 
the one that kept him out previously - either earlier this season or last - 
Bowness wasn’t willing to provide any clues, nor did he weigh in about 
what the timeline might be or even if Perfetti could be an option to play 
on Wednesday when the Jets face the New York Islanders to wrap up 
this four-game road trip. 

“It’s going to be reassessed,” Bowness said on multiple occasions. 

Before the conspiracy theorists get worked up, the Jets were not holding 
Perfetti out for trade-related reasons, despite the rumour mill suggesting 
the Jets 2020 first-rounder could be part of the asking price in the Timo 
Meier sweepstakes. 

This is not a Jakob Chychrun or Vladislav Gavrikov situation. 

Perfetti was involved in a collision with Devils defenceman Damon 
Severson and while it’s unclear if that play led to the latest injury, this is 
not a cover-up or an organization looking to protect an asset. 

If Perfetti was medically available, he would be in the lineup. 

Just because a young player or prospect might be on the wish list of 
another team, it doesn’t mean he’s going to be moved. 

Sam Gagner jumped back into the lineup for Perfetti and Bowness made 
another change on defence, inserting Logan Stanley for Dylan Samberg, 
who had put together a nice stretch of hockey lately and didn’t 
necessarily deserve to be scratched. 

While the Jets were quick to point out that they’ll need to play much 
better to have success during the final 25 games, finding a way to get the 
job done against one of the hottest teams in the NHL was the most 
important development on this night. 

“At this point, we’re just taking wins any way they come,” said 
Hellebuyck. “We did a lot of good things. We brought some energy and 
definitely kept them to the outside. Controlled rebounds. There were 

good blocked shots, a good PK, power-play goal. So there was a lot of 
good stuff. I know the shots were lopsided, but it’s a good team game.” 

And it’s a game the Jets are going to have to build on, though not 
completely satisfied with. 

“At this point of the year, results matter more than anything else,” said 
Dubois. “But we're also trying to build our game so we don't have to turn 
a switch when the end of the year comes and the playoffs start.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / How the Montreal Canadiens have taken steps to 
modernize the franchise under Jeff Gorton 

 

Eric Engels  

 

MONTREAL — Joshua Roy had always been able to coast on his raw 
talent and Nostradamus-level sense of anticipation to put himself in the 
best spots to either set plays perfectly or finish them himself. With things 
coming even easier to him this season than they had in previous ones in 
the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League, he was doing it again. 

Relying on his skill and sense helped Roy go first overall to the Saint 
John Sea Dogs in the 2019 QMJHL Draft. Doing so played a big role in 
him leading the league in scoring in 2022. And, for just a brief stint this 
season, with goals and assists flying off his stick with ease, Roy reclined 
once again into his comfort zone. 

But it wasn’t long after that happened that he received a video call from 
Montreal Canadiens director of hockey development Adam Nicholas. 

The message, according to the 19-year-old Saint-Georges-des-Beauce, 
Que., native was simple. 

“He was saying he doesn’t just want me to be a dominant player in the 
Q,” Roy told Sportsnet in mid-January, “he wants me to build NHL habits 
to be a good NHL player. 

“Then we went over some video, and he talked to me about the specific 
areas where they wanted me to focus, and I appreciated it.” 

In the months following his March of 2022 hire with the Canadiens, 
Nicholas — who first turned a small business catering to advanced 
hockey players in Maine into consulting gigs with UMass Lowell and the 
Toronto Maple Leafs — developed a method for calls like the one he had 
with Roy, working with what he refers to as a "dashboard” he built for 
every Canadiens player in the system. 

On Sept. 29 — a day before he and his new team was introduced to the 
media for the first time — Nicholas explained to us that his dashboard 
focused on the strengths of each player and, with reliance on SportLogiq 
data, tracked different skills they’d need to regularly execute to play to 
those strengths. 

Before Roy helped Canada capture a gold medal with a dominant 
performance at the 2023 world junior championship, Nicholas spoke to 
him to reinforce that he needed to re-engage in more battles for the puck, 
that he needed to take the inside lane more frequently when in 
possession of it, and that he had to put himself in the high-danger scoring 
area more frequently without it — not just to score more but to be playing 
more of a game that will enable him to eventually realize his potential at 
the pro level, where goals and assists won’t come as easily. 

Nicholas was able to say the data showed Roy had fallen off in those 
categories while explaining how much stronger his play was when he 
was more consistent in them. 
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“It’s amazing being able to work with him,” Roy said. “When he shows 
you those things and gives you a clear plan to work with, how are you not 
going to listen? I know he wants what’s best for me, I know the Montreal 
Canadiens want what’s best for me, so for sure I’m going to work at it. I 
did, and I think I was able to show that at the world juniors and that I can 
play that complete pro game.” 

Seeing how Roy scored his five goals, manufactured his six assists, 
served as an elite penalty killer, and did most the dirty work on his line 
with phenom Connor Bedard and elite Dallas Stars prospect Logan 
Stankoven over seven games to help Canada win gold was a nod to one 
of the biggest advancements the Canadiens have made off-ice over the 
last year. Credit to the player, for sure, but the way he excelled was 
evidence of the commitment to the type of dedicated development work 
this organization was so sorely lacking before Jeff Gorton was hired as 
executive vice president of hockey operations in November of 2021. 

When we spoke to the former general manager of the New York Rangers 
and Boston Bruins — almost a year ago to this day — about the 
enormous task he was facing to take the Canadiens’ organization from 
analog to digital, he placed the greatest emphasis on development, at 
one point exclaiming, “We don’t even have a skills coach, which has 
been standard stuff around the NHL for years.” 

That was pretty damning evidence of how the most iconic franchise in the 
sport had been coasting on its reputation as the New York Yankees of 
hockey rather than living up to it. 

The decision to hire Nicholas is one of many examples of how much that 
has changed under Gorton. And it is perhaps the best one because it 
illustrates to what end the Canadiens have pursued reinstating their 
status as industry leaders. They could’ve hired a skills coach to conduct 
one-timer seminars, or power-skating clinics, or whatever the heck this is, 
but they instead hired someone who could refine skills while also building 
out development plans for every player they own rights to. 

Nicholas was tabbed to work with every prospect and pro to not only 
optimize their shots but also their processing of the game. He was given 
an extremely well-rounded staff, which already housed Francis Bouillion 
and Rob Ramage and expanded with the hires of Scott Pellerin and 
Marie-Philip Poulin and the repurposing of Nick Carriere. And he was 
empowered to not only be present at most NHL practices but also to run 
parts of them because he had the ability to design every exercise to 
simulate game action and put players in game-like environments to make 
development more focused and purposeful. 

The Canadiens stepped outside the box bringing him in, just like Gorton 
did by hiring former player agent Kent Hughes to be general manager 
and just like both Gorton and Hughes did in taking Hall of Famer Martin 
St. Louis off his son’s bantam-league bench and appointing him head 
coach of the Canadiens. 

Egos of all parties being checked at the door has brought the Canadiens 
from well behind the curve in player development to ahead of it, as 
evidenced not only by the progress of a player like Roy but also by the 
progress of several young players in Montreal who are under St. Louis’ 
and Nicholas’ constant supervision. 

“You have to have buy-in from everyone to have Adam be as present 
and influential, but he helps bridge player development to the coaching 
staff,” said Gorton in an exclusive interview with Sportsnet earlier this 
winter. “And I think the players understand that. And I think Marty 
understands that when you have a player development staff participating 
every day in what the players are doing, they’re going to get better on an 
individual basis. And when you have all three sectors of development, 
analytics and coaching intertwined and working on each player every 
day, I think that’s going to do well.” 

When we sat down with Gorton in February of 2022, he had said 
achieving that type of harmony would be at the root of modernizing the 
Canadiens. 

When we reconvened with him at the end of this past November — 
months after he expanded the Canadiens bureaucracy in every 
department by also hiring pioneer Chris Boucher to head up an analytics 
team that now includes data analyst Miranda McMillan and technology 
expert Philippe Desaulniers, Nick Bobrov as co-director of amateur 
scouting, and scouts Teddy Purcell, Neil Little, Gordie Clark, Albie 
O’Connell and Billy Ryan — he pointed to the process of deciding to 
choose Juraj Slafkovsky with the first-overall pick in the 2022 NHL Draft 
as a sample of how that harmony took root. 

“I think it’s really, in that instance, when it’s the first pick overall, it’s about 
connecting your departments on this huge decision,” Gorton said. “You 
have a number of scouts that went out and saw these players and put 
together a ratings chart and a list of how we would want to do it and what 
we would want to do, and then it’s going back with Chris and his analytics 
team and talking it over to see if it makes sense and asking what does it 
say to him and what does he see in the upside of each player to break it 
down. The scouts go out and do their work, and then, because Chris was 
a late add, it was coming back to ask what he sees.” 

Boucher was hired in May after two seasons of scouting with the San 
Jose Sharks — and after having built an impressive career with the 
analytics company providing the data Nicholas used to build his 
dashboard. Prior to that, the Canadiens were outsourcing analytics and, 
as Gorton acknowledged upon his own hire, that was no longer going to 
be a viable way of conducting business. 

The decision on Slafkovsky was the first opportunity to really leverage 
having that work done in-house. 

The management group leaned on it, exhausted all the other possibilities 
with their scouting directors, and a consensus was reached just before 
the draft. Through the process, a more modern approach to hockey 
operations for the Canadiens was cemented. 

What came along with it was just as vital. 

“Now, based on the conversations we had and all the aspects that went 
into making that draft decision, there was a trust factor established, and 
all the scouts are now leaning on Chris and calling him to ask what he 
sees in this guy in Saskatoon who isn’t being rated anywhere,” Gorton 
said. “Now we have the ability to have Chris running numbers, and that 
gives all of us another way of looking at things. I think we’re really just 
starting to work together and do all this, but everyone can see the 
benefit. 

“Adam’s team is working with Marty’s team and working with analytics. 
Marty’s staff is working with analytics. It’s not just checking a box; this 
department has a seat at the table, and we trust them, and we think their 
contribution is huge.” 

It was a contribution of sorts beforehand, but certainly not one embedded 
into every fibre of hockey operations prior to Gorton’s arrival. He knew 
how far they had fallen behind in this way, and how desperately they 
needed to catch up. With Hughes’ help, he met with several candidates 
before finding someone who could truly push them forward. 

Boucher is doing that, just as Nicholas and St. Louis are, and those are 
just some of the big changes that have been made on the hockey side. 

There have been several other pivotal ones Gorton has overseen outside 
of hockey operations to bring the Canadiens up to speed. 

A little over a year ago, with the pandemic still peaking, players were 
leaving the team’s state-of-the-art practice facility with bagged lunches 
and relying on Uber Eats and Doordash for sustenance on the road. 
Strict health protocols in Quebec and Canada unquestionably helped 
create those circumstances, as Gorton pointed out when we spoke first 
spoke. 

But he also promised they would change. “There’s got to be a different 
way of thinking for us.” 

Over their first few months in their respective positions, Gorton and 
Hughes opened the door to honest feedback from their players. Gorton 
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said they all needed to be reassured management truly cared, had their 
best interests at heart, and that they would do whatever it took to give 
them the best of everything so they could just focus on their on-ice 
responsibilities. 

With the pandemic subsiding, he and Hughes — with owner Geoff 
Molson’s support — delivered. They tapped the team’s nutrition 
consultant, Renée Racine, to go on the road with the Canadiens earlier 
this season to survey what options were being provided on the plane and 
ensure they were the best. 

She consulted with other NHL nutritionists to ensure the Canadiens were 
getting the healthiest options both on their way to and at opposing 
practice facilities and hotels, and made all the necessary adjustments. 

Back home at the Canadiens’ practice facility in Brossard, Que., Gorton 
and Hughes had the players lounge renovated and decided to employ 
private chefs to cook. 

“The food is so much better, it’s amazing,” Canadiens goaltender Samuel 
Montembeault said. “And the lounge is great. Last year it was really 
small. We didn’t have TVs or couches or anything like that. It was pretty 
much just counters and one table in the middle. They moved what was 
(former equipment manager Pierre Gervais) Gerv’s office and put all the 
equipment managers together. Now there’s a kitchen, couches, three 
TVs and video games. It’s fun, and we spend much more time there than 
we did. It’s great. It’s brought us more together.” 

Montembeault isn’t the only Canadiens player raving about it. 

“I think the food has been amazing,” defenceman David Savard said. 
“They brought in chefs to cook for us, and I think it’s nice for them to 
have the freedom to create new things every day. It’s harder when you’re 
catering from outside. Everything is made here now, which helps us have 
great options. I think all of those little changes makes it so much more 
positive an atmosphere. Just looking at the food side of it, you see the 
guys staying more at the rink, hanging after practice, eating and bonding. 

“It’s the same thing on the ice, where you see players hanging around 
longer than usual. Every time you want to work on something after 
practice, you always have a coach to work on something with you. With 
Adam, we have six coaches on the ice all the time. I’m not sure any other 
teams have that. 

“All those little changes like that make a big difference. The food and the 
lounge are small things but will make a big difference for the team and on 
the long run of everyone’s career. It’s been a really good, positive change 
for us.” 

Gorton felt the impact was tangible after watching the Canadiens surprise 
out of the gate with 10 wins and 21 points through the first 20 games of 
the season. 

He also felt the vibe around the team had shifted significantly from where 
it was at last year. 

“Having that personal touch would be something the players would 
appreciate,” he said. “It was a harder situation bringing food from afar. It 
just became obvious that if we renovated a little bit of the kitchen and 
gave them a bit more room to enjoy their time and bring their families — 
some guys bring the kids and play video games in there — it would 
create the kind of atmosphere we had in mind. And a good atmosphere 
obviously helps a team succeed. 

“It’s developed over time. The chefs and all the people in there are 
working so hard and doing such a good job of making everything so first 
class. 

“Have to give Geoff (Molson) credit. He was really helpful by saying yes 
to the things we asked for. We’ve asked for a lot, and he’s never really 
said no. And all of this has been with the players and their families in 
mind, and he understands that and has been great.” 

When we spoke with Molson at the NHL’s board of governor meetings in 
December, he felt the organization was advancing step-by-step under 
Gorton. 

“You have to listen to your players and show them you care,” Molson 
said, echoing those words Gorton used with us last February. “The 
renovations and chefs are examples. There are so many other examples, 
like getting the wives and girlfriends more involved in everything and we 
revived the mothers’ trip this year. It starts with the leadership. Jeff and 
Kent spent the last number of months building and thinking about things 
we could do differently, and those things were just some of the good 
things that have been done.” 

The hiring of Alex Case in team services was another. Gorton had 
worked with Case for years in New York, and had seen him bend over 
backwards in the same role for the Rangers so he engaged him to come 
help the Canadiens get everything they need both at home and on the 
road. 

When Sean Monahan was traded to the team over the off-season, Case 
immediately got in touch and arranged his travel to Montreal. He picked 
him up at the airport, gave him a tour of the city, the Bell Centre and the 
practice facility, and told him to get in touch for any and all requests. 

That’s standard stuff around the league, but it wouldn’t be entirely 
accurate to say the Canadiens were meeting the standard. 

“Alex went above and beyond and treated me so well, and I can’t say 
how much I appreciated that,” said Monahan. 

So many Canadiens players sang Case’s praises to us. 

Slafkovsky, 18, experiencing his first year in North America, was one who 
expressed how grateful he’s been to be able to lean on Case for 
everything from procuring extra tickets to games for visiting family 
members to helping him get a car. 

“He’s the man, and he takes care of all the boys,” Canadiens forward 
Michael Pezzetta said. “Just a great resource. He’s really good at his job, 
and he’s a super friendly guy. He helps family, he helps my girlfriend. I 
remember when I got here, he made a reservation for me and my buddy 
at this restaurant in New York, and we were in the back room just us and 
some celebrities eating dinner. It was a sick setup. We had such a good 
dinner and felt like, ‘Wow, this guy’s the real deal.’” 

Case has provided the personal touch Gorton believed was necessary 
for a team to have in 2023. 

“He’s very good at what he does,” Gorton said. “He just has a good way 
about him, and I knew that he would do anything he could to help the 
players with anything they and their families needed. He’s done that. 
Right away, he’s got their respect. He’s worked really hard, and he 
seems to have fit into Montreal, which is nice. But, with just the way he 
carries himself, players have always enjoyed and respected him. 
Knowing everything he did in New York, the same thing is happening 
now. As we’ve said, this is part of making sure the players have 
everything they need so they don’t have to concentrate on anything but 
playing and getting better.” 

The decision made earlier this season to bring on mental performance 
coach Jean Francois Menard as a consultant was very much made with 
that aim. 

Even a small scan of Menard’s LinkedIn profile gives one a sense for 
how highly accomplished he is in his field. He started his work with 
Cirque de Soleil artists, helped Olympians who went on to combine for 17 
medals over the last four Games and trained Super Bowl champions. 
He’s a best-selling author of two books and a master public speaker 
who’s delivered keynote addresses to everyone from the FBI to NASA to 
employees at major corporations like Pepsi and to members of the 
Toronto Blue Jays. 

When Menard first addressed the Canadiens earlier this season, they 
immediately understood the value he could bring. 
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“It’s not all about what you do in the gym or on the ice,” Monahan said. 
“You’ve got to be mentally right and feel good and be in a good 
headspace every day you come to work.” 

Others, on the condition of anonymity, expressed the value in being able 
to get one-on-one time with Menard — and not just when they’re 
struggling, but especially when they’re thriving. 

He is, after all, a mental performance coach. 

When we caught up with the 40-year-old founder of Kambio Performance 
on a road trip earlier this season, he talked about how he emphasizes the 
importance of rest and recovery to his clients, about how some of the 
greatest and most enduring athletes have all prioritized those things on 
top of all the physical work, and he talked about how he aims to train 
players on removing distractions in an age when they are more pervasive 
than ever before. He was engaging, intelligent, calculating and attentive, 
and it was easy to come away from that brief conversation understanding 
how having someone like him at their disposal advances the Canadiens’ 
cause. 

Again, it shows how far they’ve come in such a short time. 

As for the other steps the Canadiens will take, Gorton said amateur 
scouting and analytics will get beefed up over time. 

“But we’ve already done so many different changes that we want to let it 
evolve a little bit and let everyone get to know each other,” he added. “It 
doesn’t happen overnight. We want everyone settling into all different 
departments and, as we cross over, it’s important to get everyone on the 
same page before we keep adding, and adding and adding. We’ll see 
where we are and where it takes us.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Defensively deficient Oilers won't get near the Cup with 
this kind of play 

 

Mark Spector 

 

The Edmonton Oilers can’t keep the puck out of their net, can’t get a 
save when they need one, and the big boys are taking this thing back to 
where it was years ago: A travelling offensive circus that shows little 
affinity for the dirty, defending parts of the game.  

For the second game in a row, the Oilers blew a three-goal lead, losing 
6-5 in overtime to the Colorado Avalanche. One game after coughing up 
a 4-1 lead against the New York Rangers, they leaked away leads of 3-0, 
4-2 and 5-3 before losing for the eighth straight time when a game 
extends past regulation time.  

“We score enough goals,” began honest depth winger Warren Foegele, 
who had a pair of goals and kept his shifts to a tidy 37 seconds, on 
average. “The mentality has to be to defend. We're definitely capable of 
that — it's just having the right mindset. Like, we don't need to score 
more goals. We're up (by) three.  

“So we’ve got to take shorter shifts and stay above guys. For some 
reason, we're just not doing that.”  

Hey, Leon Draisaitl. We’re talkin’ about you.  

Draisaitl scored, but spent the rest of the night trying high-wire-act 
passes that landed on Avalanche sticks, forcing offence when it just 
wasn’t there, and making backwards passes that get picked off with 
teammates trapped deep in the offensive zone.  

Draisaitl averaged a team-high 57 seconds per shift, and it’s time to say 
this about the NHL’s second leading scorer:  

He’s not helping this team win right now, despite the fact Draisaitl has 
goals in four straight games and 12 of his last 18 games. And let’s not 
speculate that he’s hurt — Draisaitl averages a 58-second shift this 
season, and they’re not getting any shorter.  

Connor McDavid averages 58 seconds per shift as well, and on the rare 
night when the world’s best player isn’t impacting the score sheet, it’s 
acceptable to simply grind out a solid defensive effort and leave the 
points to others.  

That the two lead the league in scoring and are a collective minus-1 tells 
the story.  

Among other Oilers issues — Jack Campbell holding the door open for 
the Avs in the third period and the inability to win an overtime game or in 
a shootout — the defensive play of the two big guys is back under the 
microscope after a wholly wasted point in Denver on Sunday.  

“Normally I might dress it up and say it's good to get a point,” said head 
coach Jay Woodcroft. “But I’ve got to say, that was utterly disappointing 
for us.”  

The style Edmonton is playing of late — surrendering 13 regulation goals 
in the last three games — simply will not win. Even with the two best 
offensive players in the sport filling the net.  

“It’s not conducive to the type of hockey that gets played in the month of 
May and early in the month of June,” Woodcroft said. “It's important we 
look in the mirror here, and determine how we're going to try and win 
hockey games.”  

Here’s the thing: The Oilers have just one regulation loss in their past 15 
games. So they’re collecting points, which is supposed to be good, right?  

Yes, but the way they’re losing then, well, this team is supposed to be 
past this stage, aren’t they? This growth stage was supposed to be over, 
wasn’t it?  

“Sometimes we extend our shifts and the forwards aren't really helping 
the D much. To win, it's a whole team effort,” said Foegele. “We score so 
many goals… It's just a commitment to play defense. And we’ve shown 
that at times  — we showed it last year — and it's just frustrating that we 
didn't do it tonight.”  

Edmonton had the Avalanche on the second game of a back-to-back, 
killed off three Colorado power plays in the first period, and had a 3-0 
lead eight minutes into the second period. If you’re a true Cup contender, 
you have one foot on the plane at that point.  

You cycle four lines, keep the game clean, and grab the empty-net goal 
and a 4-1 or 4-2 win.  

Until the Oilers can get there defensively, they’ll just continue to collect 
Hart and Art Ross Trophies, while big Stanley makes his way to teams 
that can defend. And teams that get better goaltending.  

“We’d better get our act together, because there's only there's 25 games 
left,” concluded Foegele. “Points are crucial. We’ve got to start waking 
up.” 
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TSN.CA / Skinner has earned the crease in Edmonton 

 

Travis Yost 

 

The Edmonton Oilers have a Jack Campbell problem. 
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Signed to a five-year deal last summer, Campbell was supposed to be 
the piece that brought long-term stability to the Oilers’ net. Campbell had 
spent the prior three seasons working in a platoon in Toronto, and by and 
large was a reliable puck-stopper under Sheldon Keefe’s watch. 
Edmonton’s bet was that Campbell’s reliability would bolster a lineup that 
could compete for a Stanley Cup – after all, when the top of your roster 
starts with Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, you should routinely be in 
contention. 

The one wrinkle with Campbell and financially committing to him? His 
body of work predating Edmonton was rather shallow. For a goaltender 
who saw his first career start in the 2013-14 season with the Dallas 
Stars, Campbell only played 135 regular-season games prior to signing 
with the Oilers. 

Compare that to someone like Darcy Kuemper, who signed with the 
Washington Capitals for a nearly identical contract. Kuemper has also 
been reliable, but has played more than twice as many games as 
Campbell, which always builds more confidence in a player’s statistical 
profile. 

There is no doubt this season has been a frustrating one for Campbell. 
Over 30 games, Campbell is stopping just 88.7 per cent of shots, a fresh 
low after conceding six goals to the Colorado Avalanche in an overtime 
loss on Sunday. 

Save percentages are generally a team-derived measurement and I do 
think it speaks to a lack of defensive integrity and structure in front of 
Campbell. But it is not wholly a function of defensive play. Not only has 
freshly extended Stuart Skinner performed much better (91.3 per cent 
stop rate) in the same environment, but Campbell is also conceding 
significantly more goals than expected based on the shot profile he’s 
faced, and that’s a real area of concern. 

Consider Campbell’s goals saved versus expectations over the course of 
his career, and pay specific attention to the last calendar year: 

Toronto’s goaltending carousel towards the end of last season caused 
their fan base some real heart ache – both Campbell and Petr Mrazek 
were in and out of the lineup with injuries, and when they were playing 
they were inconsistent at best. But Campbell’s struggles down the stretch 
were more exception than the norm for his play in Toronto, and even for 
elite goaltenders, you are going to see real performance volatility over a 
20-game stretch. 

The concerning part is that rough stretch towards the end of his stint in 
Toronto has continued in Edmonton. Over 30 games, Campbell has 
conceded 15 more goals than expected, a staggering number and third-
worst in the NHL – only Columbus’ Elvis Merzlikins (-24) and 
Vancouver’s Spencer Martin (-23) have been worse this year, and both of 
those goaltenders have been under fire with their respective fan bases. 

It's the sort of recipe that sees a goaltender benched in pivotal games, 
including the playoffs. Particularly when there is growing evidence that 
another internal option in Skinner may be the more productive 
goaltender. Consider Skinner’s distribution of goals saved versus 
expectation, albeit on a very limited basis of games, versus Campbell’s 
career and season-to-date in Edmonton: 

The problem for Campbell here is that time is not on his side. The Oilers 
can ill-afford to drop more games in the thick of a competitive playoff race 
and are in desperate need of banking more points. 

There’s no doubt the organization still believes in Campbell. But as ugly 
losses mount, so too will the pressure to move away from a platoon and 
start feeding Skinner more starts. Whether that’s the right move or not 
will be sharply debated, but if you are allocating ice time on merit, 
Skinner has earned it. 

Keep an eye on head coach Jay Woodcroft and how he handles his net 
as the Oilers move into a season-defining stretch come March. 
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